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he architectural historian Charles
Jencks once said that ‘architects make
architecture, historians make history, and
what they both make is myth’. Architecture
is often used to translate political ideas
into thxe real world, capturing our
imagination through a visual spectacle to
convince us of their plausibility. Across
campus, examples of colonial architecture
are woven together with contemporary
styles. Look closely, and what emerges is
an eclectic tapestry that serves as a living
record of history and the ideologies that
shape it...
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University of Sydney.

Western Sydney is becoming unlivable
One need look no further than
Western Sydney to see that the climate
crisis is already here.

W

hen I think of Western Sydney
in the throes of summer, I
think of burning concrete plains in
near unlivable suburbia. When I was
in high school, my guinea pig died
of heatstroke on a 46°C summer
day. I had been at the beach when it

happened, and I hadn’t realised how
hot the day had been until I stepped
off the train at Wentworthville
Station. Trudging home through the
soupy air, as the burning pavement
pierced the soles of my shoes, I
could sense that something was
wrong. I quickened my pace, and
while turning onto my street, nearly
stepped on a dead myna bird that lay
on the curb.

There are precious few grown
trees in my neighbourhood that
offer shade on hot summer days, and
on the hottest days, suffocating heat
waves quiver above the grey bitumen.
Perhaps if there were more trees to
offer shelter and reprieve, life would
be a bit more bearable. I live on
Darug land and before colonisation,
the local area would have been
blanketed in native grasses weaving

VIVIENNE GUO / P. 12
between sparse groups of trees, with
fire stick farming — the practice
of setting controlled fires — used
extensively in the area by the Darug
people to maintain the land. But
anything magnificent and unruly
that once grew here has long been
uprooted to make room for broad
concrete roads, powerlines and
barren lawns of monoculture grass ...
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Academics’ right to research-teaching balance at risk

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
Honi Soit is published on the sovereign
land of the Gadigal People of the Eora
Nation, who were amongst the first to
resist against and survive the violence
of colonisation. This land was taken
without consent and sovereignty was
never ceded. We pay our respects to
Elders past and present, and extend that
respect to all Indigenous students and
staff at the University.

people, we are the beneficiaries of
ongoing colonial dispossession. The
settler-colonial project of ‘Australia’
and all its institutions, including the
University, are built on the exclusion of
First Nations peoples and the devaluation
of Indigenous knowledge systems.
Beneath the sandstone buildings of USyd
lie thousands of years of Aboriginal
history.

of First Nations people is perpetuated
and enabled by the government, who
push ahead with the forced removals of
Aboriginal children from their families,
their Country, and their cultures.
Aboriginal peoples are the most
incarcerated on earth, and there have
been over 474 documented Indigenous
deaths in custody since the 1991 Royal
Commision.

As a team of settlers occupying the
lands of the Gadigal, Dharug, Wangal,
Biddegal, Kuringgai and Wallumedegal

Colonialism is not a one-time event
that occurred in the distant past; it is
an ongoing structure. The genocide

We pledge to actively stand in
solidarity with First Nations movements
towards decolonisation through our
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VIVIENNE GUO
In the Sydney suburb of Darlington, in a
hole in the ground, there lived ten Honi
Soit editors. It was not a nasty, dirty,
wet hole, or an underground dungeon
with nothing to sit down on or eat. This
was an Honi Soit office, with a bean bag,
fraying fairy lights and stolen University
paraphernalia; and that means comfort.
Despite its poor air circulation and
windowless interior, I am missing my
underground haunt as I lay up our (last)
first edition of the semester from home,
but I am thankful that my worries are
trivial ones.
Over the past few years, I have poured
my heart into those who contribute to
the marvellous patchwork project that
is Honi Soit. If not for this student rag,
I might never have crossed paths with my
fellow editors.
Honi is a time capsule; it preserves
snapshots of campus life, of the hopes
and fears and struggles of the staff and
students that make up the university. We
have been keenly watching the arrival of
new Vice-Chancellor Mark Scott, whose
lack of academic experience and track
record of $350m cuts at the ABC does
little to inspire hope in a university
community that has been battered by
cuts; read Honi’s interview with Scott on
p. 6, and on p. 7, Juliette Marchant gives

her thoughts on Scott’s book On Us.
Elsewhere
on
the
topic
of
universities, Claire Ollivain pens an antiAlan Tudge opinion on p. 8. Meanwhile,
Max Shanahan on p. 9 chats to student
unionists halfway across the world
in eSwatini, who are standing up for
their right to unionise in the face of
imprisonment. Ryan Lung delves into the
political history of USyd’s architecture
on p. 10, while Shania O’Brien talks to
USyd academic Belinda Castles about the
worlds of Australian writers on p. 17.
In another sentimental turn, I offer
my memories of burning Western Sydney
summers on p. 12. Climate change does
not affect us all equally, and working
class people and people of colour have
always been the first to bear the brunt of
disaster.
Thanks must go to the artists that
colour the pages of this edition; especially
to my talented friends Ellie Zheng and
Altay Han. Another Western Sydney
native, Ellie artfully renders a heat map
of Parramatta, while Altay prophecises a
neoliberal hell.
Lastly, I would take a moment to
thank Spice for Honi: if not for their
efforts, such a love for Honi might never
have been sparked in me and others who
follow us down this strange, nocturnal
trail. I hope I have been able to pay
forward some of the wisdom and faith
that you have shown me.

Email us at editors@honisoit.com.
Scan the QR code to use our
anonymous tip form.

facebook.com/
honisoitsydney

instagram.com/
honi_soit

Send mail to Honi Soit Editors at
PO Box 974 Broadway NSW 2007.

twitter.com/
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youtube.com/
honisoitau
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DEAUNDRE ESPEJO

W

ith negotiations for a new
Enterprise Agreement (EA)
commencing this week, the
University of Sydney has proposed to
shift the balance between research and
teaching activities for academic staff.
Under the current model, academic
staff are allocated a workload of 40 per
cent teaching, 40 percent research, and
20 per cent administration.
This allocation is a protected right
under the University’s current Enterprise
Agreement, which states that teaching
activities cannot exceed 40% of a
staff member’s total workload unless
otherwise agreed.
However, in a position paper released
to staff last Monday, the University
expressed its intention to adopt a
more “flexible approach” to workload
allocation.
“This one size fits all approach is
no longer suited to the diversity of our
academic staff,” the paper read.
“The proposed approach for the new
EA will be to allocate academic work
based on the needs of the University
and an academic’s skills, competence,
expertise, outputs and interests.”
A similar proposal was defeated in
the 2013 EA period after extensive strike
action.
‘Management wants fewer academic
staff doing research’
Many say the proposal foreshadows
an attempt to reduce the number of
academic staff engaging in research,
given the University generates much
more income from teaching than
research activities.
While income from student fees
comprised more than half of the

University’s operating revenue in 2020,
research and consultancy activities
comprised less than 20%.
In an interview with the Sydney
Morning Herald last December, former
University of Sydney Vice-Chancellor
Michael Spence said the current
40:40:20 model was “very expensive” and
unsustainable, particularly in light of
dwindling levels of international student
revenue.
He argued that universities are
producing too much ‘incremental’
research, and must rethink the amount
of time academics spend away from
teaching.
In an interview with Honi, recentlyappointed Vice-Chancellor Mark Scott
said that research at universities was
“chronically underfunded.”
“The research grants that we receive
don’t fully cover the cost of research.
We’ve used international student income
to fund research, and that’s not possible
now. So… more conversations [about
how we can better support research] need
to be held.”
An underclass of casual teaching staff
National Tertiary Education Union
(NTEU) President Patrick Brownlee
raised concerns about the impact of the
proposal on the University’s increasingly
casualised workforce, who already face
high teaching workloads while being
subjected to systemic underpayment and
exploitation.
“If [casual staff] want to convert
from casual teaching into something
more sustainable, [they] will have to
demonstrate research ability,” he said.
However, he notes that if casual staff
are only offered teaching pathways, they
will be forced to pick up a second fulltime research workload if they wish to be
considered for more secure permanent

positions.
”Where is the next generation of
[teaching-research academics] going
to come from? Maybe those who have
a high teaching load by day, and then
spend their evenings doing research to
prove their mettle?”
“Unfortunately, that doesn’t sound
too far from the present reality.”
USyd SRC Education Officer Tom
Williams echoed these concerns, saying
the University’s proposed changes
would “keep research well away from
education.”
“It does nothing to end the
exploitation of staff and does not
address the ridiculous workloads they
must fulfil…. [leaving] staff overworked,
underpaid and with no long-term
security or research prospects.”
“The restructure is clearly an attempt
to grab cash through quick and hollow
accreditation of students, while star
researchers are pulled in to get grants
and uphold the university’s research
commitments and image. “
Students should be concerned too
Over the past decade, there has been
evidence indicating that student learning
outcomes are greatly enhanced when
engaging with research and research-led
teaching.
Brownlee suggests that if the
current relationship between research
and teaching is removed, it will lead
to a further decline in the quality of
education.
“I think students would be concerned,”
he said. “Students that enrol here should
be hoping that they have lecturers who
can draw on their areas of inquiry, their
passion, their real experience of working
on problems.”
“That comes through [academic
staff] being able to spend time thinking

and reading and investigating; that
comes from the exercise of freedom to
question.”
USyd
SRC
Education
Officer
Madeleine Clark said that the University
is on a “war path,” as the new proposal
follows mass staff redundancies, ongoing
cuts to courses and departments, and
other austerity measures.
“Out of all the other cuts however, the
[proposal to remove the 40:40:20 model]
is the most worrying as it will completely
transform how the University will operate
— it is a major step towards the corporate
degree factory Vice-Chancellors and the
government dream of.”
‘Teaching-only’ institutions rising
The University’s proposal comes after an
influx of teaching-only institutions being
registered as new ‘university colleges.’
This includes the National Institute
of Dramatic Arts, the Australian Film,
Television and Radio School, and
Moore Theological College, which were
registered last month by the Tertiary
Education Quality and Standards Agency.
Education Minister Alan Tudge
said that there needs to be more
conversations about “how we support
greater differentiation and specialisation
in the university sector.”
“We
have
39
comprehensive
universities, which may not be the
optimal model today for the quality of
teaching or research in this country. We
should start that conversation as to how
we can think through this together.”
The number of teaching-only
institutions is expected to grow in
the coming years, which is likely to
draw funding away from traditional
universities which continue along the
teaching and research path.

Tudge threatens to penalise ‘political’ student unions
MAXIM SHANAHAN

T

he Federal Education Minister
Alan Tudge is considering ways to
block student unions that “impede
free speech” from collecting SSAF money,
and has floated the imposition of a “freespeech code” on student unions.
Tudge told The Australian that “I
am going to look more carefully at how
we prevent compulsory [sic] acquired
student fees being used in an overtly
political manner.”
The comments come after the
Australian National University Students
Association
(ANUSA)
barred
the
Australian Defence Force and pro-life
groups from holding stalls at ANU’s
‘Market Day.’
National Union of Students (NUS)
President Zoe Ranganathan told Honi
that Tudge’s comments “show that the
Minister won’t prioritise students over
his own ideology.”
“Student unions are democratically
elected in order to be a representation
of the student body — and they have a
mandate to do as they see fit to ensure
the safety and welfare of those who have

elected them.”
“This overreach is an irresponsible
misallocation of resources during the
biggest cuts to higher education in
Australia’s history.”
University of Sydney Union President
Prudence Wilkins-Wheat told Honi that

comments show how shallow his alleged
commitment to free speech is. Student
unions should be able to freely reflect the
preferences of their members without
undue influence or imposition from the
government.”
Recent acts of ‘political interference’

PHOTO: SAM MOOY/GETTY

“funding should not be contingent on
the union’s alignment with the Federal
Government’s political agenda.”
Swapnik Sanagavarapu, President
of the USyd SRC, said “the Minister’s

within student unions have been arguably
targeted more at left-wing groups than
conservative organisations.
Three weeks ago, the University
of Queensland Labor Left club was

disaffiliated by a majority-Liberal
committee on questionable procedural
grounds over $24 in missing membership
fees. A spokesperson for UQ Labor Left
told Honi they believe they were denied
procedural fairness and that their
disaffiliation was “politically motivated.”
Last year, the Adelaide University
Union refused to endorse a pro-choice
club, despite granting funding to a prolife club the year before.
In 2019, the AUU also rejected
an application for affiliation from
the University of Adelaide Women’s
Collective on the grounds that “women
are already represented enough by
other clubs [such as] Women in STEM
and Women in Space…their proposed
activities such as advocacy/activism…
[are] not unique or necessary.”
Tudge’s calls for a freedom of
speech code for student unions echoes
recent legislation in the UK under
which student bodies may face fines
and compensation claims if speakers or
organisations are ‘no-platformed,’ with
a ‘free speech champion’ to investigate
and police instances in which free speech
is perceived to be derogated.
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St Andrew’s residents partying while Sydney locks down
CLAIRE OLLIVAIN
DEAUNDRE ESPEJO

R

esidents at St Andrew’s College
are regularly hosting parties of ten
to fifteen people inside College
bedrooms, multiple sources have alleged
to Honi.
Recent gatherings include ‘Olympics
viewing parties’ inside College bedrooms
and an outdoor 21st birthday which
attracted up to thirty attendees.
“There’s a party every two or three
days,” one resident said. “People are
getting really, really drunk at these
events, and there is a lot of vomiting.”
Gatherings of such nature would
normally be prohibited under current
COVID-19 stay-at-home orders, but
because the College as a whole is a
‘place of residence,’ they are permitted
under the law. This follows news that
one of the residents of the College was a
close contact of the staff member in the
School of Chemistry who tested positive
for COVID-19. The resident received a
negative result. While the parties are
in violation of the College’s internal
policies, which include capacity limits
in rooms, common areas and college
facilities, residents say these restrictions
aren’t being properly enforced.
“There are obviously people who
show a degree of respect for the rules
but a lot of them are being ignored,
which is generally the College’s attitude
to COVID,” one resident said. “Security
really doesn’t care. They might ask people
to turn down the music but that’s it.”
When questioned, a spokesperson
said the College was only aware of one
“allegation of a breach of college policy
inside a room,” but stressed it was “not
a breach of the relevant public health
orders.”
“[We] conducted an investigation,
but could not establish the identity of
students responsible for the alleged
breach,” the spokesperson said.
Honi’s sources stressed that the
partying was not limited to one college,
with one Women’s College resident
saying she heard a “loud party during
the first week of lockdown” and believed

there was “intermingling between the
colleges.”
While the College has asked its
residents to make a choice between
their College residence and their family
home, multiple sources have alleged that
students are moving back and forth freely.
In a private Facebook group, the
student head of the College remarked
that restrictions on non-essential travel
to and from residents’ family homes was
“stupid”, later editing the post to remove
the comment.
“People are walking around and
partying in massive groups without the
staff knowing then going back into the
community,” said one resident. “We are
not above the global pandemic and this is
outright dangerous.”
Honi understands that a number
of the residents who returned to their

that matter, such as how to eliminate
poverty
in
remote
Zimbabwean
communities.”
“Many of the activities — which
include building prosthetic hands for
landmine victims and intimate group
projects — could not be conducted
remotely.”
The spokesperson denied that
there were any “purely social” events:
“‘Cocktail nights’ initially scheduled
(prior to the recent COVID-19 outbreak)
were substituted for seated educational
gatherings designed to introduce students
to faculty members.” They assured that
risk-mitigation measures were in place to
prevent transmission of COVID, including
course participants being isolated from
the rest of the community, eating meals
at different times and using separate
bathrooms.

“People are walking around and partying
in massive groups without staff knowing.”
family homes at the start of lockdown
recently returned for a three-week, inperson “Certificate of Cross-Disciplinary
Problem Solving” course offered by the
College. Although a negative COVID
result is required to return to College,
sources have said that “no one is
checking.”
One resident described the course as a
“networking event” and “resumé padder”
delivered by external businesspeople
from consulting firms such as McKinsey
& Company. They noted that alcohol
was being served in the evening, with
course participants getting “completely
smashed” on one occasion. The College
spokesperson asserted that the course fell
within the parameters of public health
orders, as the College is also considered
an “education institution.”
They said that they had considered the
risks created by the program, including
the transmission of the Delta variant of
COVID, but decided that the course was
ultimately in the “public interest.”
“The course aims to equip students
with the skills needed to solve problems

The College’s current approach to
the lockdown is markedly different to
last year, where residents were asked
to live in their family homes except for
a small number of people who faced
exceptional circumstances. Additionally,
more than thirty St Andrew’s residents
were suspended for a week during last
year’s lockdown for breaching COVID
rules, with one student suspended for
four weeks. When asked whether the
College was considering implementing
similar measures this year, the College
spokesperson said that the situation in
2020 was “different.”
“We are now aware that during the
2020 lockdown, many of our students
struggled with issues such as internet
access and mental health challenges.
Such factors adversely affected their
educational experience.”
One resident suggested that the
College’s reluctance to shut down or
suspend its students this time is due to
a vocal contingent of parents last year
who wanted their children to have the
complete ‘college experience.’

“A lot of parents who were residents
back when St Andrew’s was still an allboys college believe that College is meant
to be rowdy. It’s meant to be the best time
of their [children’s] lives.”
“The college is refusing to lose
money,” another resident speculated. “[It]
is acting like a business rather than doing
what is right in this global pandemic.”
The allegations follow a pattern of
private schools and University colleges
being afforded greater freedoms under
lockdown restrictions, as well as early
access to vaccines. With South-West
Sydney residents facing far stricter
lockdown conditions and policing,
conversations have been sparked about
how classism is determining the differing
experiences of the current COVID
outbreak in Sydney. Last month, private
school students at Scots College received
approval from NSW Health for Year 9
students to travel to a six-month outdoor
education program, described as a “rite of
passage into manhood.”
Additionally, an “error” last month
resulted in 163 Year 12 students at St
Joseph’s College receiving the Pfizer
vaccine. Similarly, students living in
residential colleges at the University of
New South Wales were offered exclusive
early access to the Pfizer vaccine.
“People in government housing
blocks in places like South-West Sydney
are being patrolled by riot police, having
every move watched and policed, whilst
a blind eye is turned to the residential
colleges,” SRC Women’s Officers Kimmy
Dibben and Amelia Mertha said.
“We know that sexual violence is rife
within the colleges, especially at their
parties, and one can only assume that
rates are worsening with survivors even
more cut off from their community in
lockdown, and a long history of excusing
perpetrators.”
In 2020, Honi revealed new allegations
about behaviour at St Andrew’s College
which included sexual assault, defecation
in common areas and bedrooms, the
auctioning of students as part of a hazing
ritual and “white power” graffitied on a
memorial to a deceased College student.

UNSW gives on-campus residents exclusive access to Pfizer jab
ZANDER CZERWANIW

S

tudents
living
in
on-campus
accommodation at UNSW have been
offered exclusive early access to
the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine
by the UNSW Health Service. The offer
was not extended to the general student
population, to whom the university is
currently only offering AstraZeneca.
While on-campus residents living in
close quarters are at risk of COVID, they
are not officially covered under the current
state government rollout strategy, meaning
it is unclear why they have access to the
vaccine. This comes as the state’s broader
Pfizer vaccine supply is directed away from
areas in lockdown, like the Central Coast,
where essential workers’ vaccination
appointments have been cancelled as the

NSW Government moves to prioritise Year
12 students.
When contacted by Honi Soit, a UNSW
spokesperson refused to comment on
why Pfizer was available to students
in
on-campus
accommodation
as
well as AstraZeneca, stating only that
“COVID-19 vaccinations are available
through our UNSW Health Service to
students, staff, and the wider community,
and are being administered as per the
government’s
vaccination
roll-out
strategy,” and encouraging everyone to get
vaccinated. Residents of New College, an
independently
run
student
accommodation on UNSW’s campus, were
formally notified of the ability to access
Pfizer in a weekly notice published by New
College Master, Professor Bill Peirson, on
July 27th. However, a student from New
College told Honi that college residents
had been aware of the availability of

Pfizer since 19 July due to an on-campus
residence wide email. Residents were first
made aware when a student rang to book
AstraZeneca and was offered Pfizer by
the UNSW Health Service instead. The
UNSW Health Service website still does
not advertise that on-campus residents are
eligible for Pfizer. In previous emails to the
wider student body, UNSW stated that the
Health Service was offering AstraZeneca
vaccine appointments, with no mention of
Pfizer:
“The UNSW Health Service is now
offering vaccine appointments to anyone
aged 18 years and older who wishes to
receive the AstraZeneca vaccine. If you
are aged 40 years or under, you will find
information on the Australian Government
website to help you weigh up the potential
benefits against risk of harm from the
AstraZeneca vaccine.”
On the 14th of July, UNSW Hall, a

college run by the University, advised
students to consider returning home if
they had no requirement to be on campus.
Emails obtained by Honi stated that due to
the shared nature of college facilities, the
residences were “high risk environments
for the transmission of the Covid 19
virus.” The Pfizer jab was not offered to
students who decided to return home. Honi
understands that the UNSW Health Service
receives 150 doses of Pfizer per week.
As per state regulations, these are only
supposed to be offered to medical students
with placements, young people who are
otherwise eligible (e.g carers or medical
conditions) and staff members over the
age of 55. NSW Health were unavailable
for comment.The University of Sydney
Health Service is not offering Pfizer to
college students, nor to its general student
population at this point in time.
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Seymour Centre wins $500,000 grant
AMELIA KOEN

T

he Seymour Centre has won a grant
totalling $496,399 to deliver its
2021-22 Artistic Program.
This comes in the fourth batch of
grants from the Restart Investment
to Sustain and Expand (RISE) Fund, a
government initiative to support the arts
and entertainment sector’s post-pandemic
recovery.
The new funding, announced on July
30, is proposed to allow the delivery of
178 performances to 19,000 audience
members across 16 months of multi-genre
productions and events at the Seymour
Centre.
In a statement, Seymour Centre Artistic
Director and General Manager Timothy
Jones said that the grant provides certainty
to pursue “theatre works that champion
new voices, question the status quo and
inspire wide-ranging audiences through
the creative expression of big ideas.”
At this time, the Seymour Centre
does not have plans to include student
productions as part of the grant, which
was awarded specifically for maintaining

the employment of professional artists and
workers.
Jones says that the Seymour Centre’s
long-term strategic plan aims to include
“increased opportunities for students
to make and present work,” and looks
forward to meeting with student groups
after lockdown.
As the mainstay for revues,
performances and productions at USyd,
the Seymour Centre plays a central role
in fostering creative clubs and societies,
who face significant logistical and financial
stress.
The POC Revue Executive told Honi
that the financial strains of producing
a revue “greatly restricted our creative
process, artistic curiosity and limited
execution,” citing frustrations such as the
non-affordable storage of costumes and
sets, difficulty with covering costs, and
extensive paperwork.
Even though fees to rent the Seymour
Centre for performances are subsidised
for student societies, the Movement and
Dance Society (MADSOC) report paying
up to $20,000 for the Everest Theatre,
including backstage facilities.
Despite feeling supported by the USU

and the Seymour Centre, the POC Revue
Executive believes that a portion of the
RISE grant should go to supporting student
productions, as it would “completely
revamp the arts scene at university and
encourage a more vibrant and creative
culture on campus.”
Jones said that enabling greater
use of the Seymour Centre by student
organisations was “not an eligibility
criterion for the grant.”
In the media release, Vice-Chancellor
Mark Scott did not comment on studentrelated access to the grant, stating that the
funding will “allow us to answer the strong
demand for our programs.”
The Morrison Government has been
criticised for its slow response and not
delivering on promises to the arts and
entertainment sector — even by singer
Guy Sebastian. As of July 20, only half
of the $200 million RISE Fund had been
distributed to the industry.
Data from the Australia Institute
shows that the arts and entertainment
sector contributes $14.7 billion annually to
Australia’s economy.

Car convoy for workers’ rights takes to
the streets in spite of police repression
JORDI PARDOEL

T

his
afternoon,
approximately
fifty people in cars and on bikes
participated in a COVID safe
convoy to the Liberal Party headquarters
to protest the lack of income support and
health protections for workers and the
vulnerable in Sydney’s worsening COVID
outbreak.
Participants included members from
the United Workers Union, Australian
Unemployed Workers Union, USyd
Casuals’ Network, Health Services Union,
Retail and Fast Food Workers Union,
Teachers Federation, along with students
and community members.
The ‘Safe from Covid, Safe from
poverty’ protest convoy was initiated
by stood-down pool workers at Annette
Kellerman Aquatic Centre (AKAC).
Members of the United Workers Union,
the workers have been fighting for
pandemic pay since the 26th of June.
The convoy called for increased
income support and paid pandemic
leave for stood down workers and the
unemployed, as well as increased safety
provisions for workplaces, including leave
for vaccination, testing and isolation for
all.
The convoy was disrupted by a highvisibility police operation involving
around 200 police officers including the
Public Order & Riot Squad and Traffic and
Highway Patrol Command. After police
stopped them from assembling on Mrs
Macquaries Road, protestors attempted
to drive past the Liberal HQ. However,
police pulled over a number of cars, took
nine protestors’ details and issued five
on-the-spot fines for breaching public
health orders. Cooper Forsyth, one of
the organisers of the protest, said “It’s

disgusting to see [police] fining stood
down workers for having a sign on their
car while lack of support is leading to
more COVID deaths.”
In contrast to the anti-vaccination
protest on 24 July, participants were
wearing masks and did not leave their cars
so as to avoid any risk of transmitting the
virus.
“The car convoy was COVID safe,”
Forsyth said. “The lack of income support
for workers and unsafe workplaces where
workers are at risk of getting the virus
are the real threat to our health. People
shouldn’t be forced to travel, chasing
extra work or assistance from charities
while the city is in lockdown.”
Evan Van Zijl, the Sydney Coordinator
of the AUWU, said “We have the cops and
now the army targeting Western Sydney,
and today they targeted people standing
up for the social support needed to keep

“We have no choice
but to keep fighting.”
us safe from COVID-19 and poverty.”
Although the government increased
the disaster payment on 28 July, the latest
support package still leaves hundreds of
thousands without enough to survive.
350,000 people in Greater Sydney will
remain on payments that are below the
poverty line.
Like many others, some workers at
AKAC have been left with no extra support
after five weeks of lockdown. A lifeguard
from AKAC, Niko Chlopicki said:
“I am on a Centrelink payment and
lost my shifts when the pool closed. But
I worked less than eight hours a week.
Now I can barely pay rent. The owner of
Belgravia Leisure is on the BRW Rich List

and the company has billions in assets. No
one should be in this position. That is why
we are demanding $80 a day for everyone
on Jobseeker and pandemic leave from
Belgravia.”
Protestors argued that the government
has gone to great lengths to scapegoat
and demonise ordinary people for the
spread of the virus, singling out migrant
communities in Western Sydney by
launching police and military operations.
An overarching message of the convoy
was that the lack of income support,
workplace safety provisions and insecure
working conditions are what is driving
the spread of the pandemic, not migrant
communities of “selfish” individuals.
Stood down lifeguard Adam Tanazefti
and protestor at the convoy noted how
companies have skimped on safety
precautions, putting the lives of workers
at risk:
“We have seen hospital cleaners
forced to strike for PPE, bus drivers on
privatised bus routes still don’t have
vaccination leave, there is no access to test
and isolate leave in NSW and a complete
lack of on-site testing for many front-line
workers. These things could have been
in place months ago. The Liberals have
caused this disaster. Workers need to be
protected immediately, not blamed for
the government’s failures.”
Despite the disruption from police,
the convoy re-assembled at Annette
Kellerman Aquatic Centre at Enmore
park, where Forsyth spoke to the press:
“Just yesterday we heard a man in his
60s died because his whole family who
had symptoms did not want to come
forward for fear of losing income. We
have no choice but to keep fighting. And
despite the public health order being
opportunistically used to stifle dissent, we
have shown it is possible to fight back.”

VR program
wrap-up sees
223 staff made
redundant
KATARINA BUTLER

T

he University of Sydney has released
its Post-Implementation Report
for its Voluntary Redundancy (VR)
Program, which saw 223 staff being made
redundant.
USyd received 505 expressions of
interest for the program and approved
240 to proceed to consultation, 223 of
which were accepted. This number is
lower than the 252 originally planned.
In the report, the University
emphasised its “financial precarity”
and argued that austerity measures
were needed in a time of uncertainty.
The University acknowledged that its
“revenue is higher than expected,”
reflecting its $106.6 million operating
surplus in 2020.
The VR program was announced in
December 2020 to mitigate an expected
loss in revenue caused by COVID-19 and
claims to ultimately create greater job
security, as well as easing constraints on
research, education and student support.
The University’s modelling predicts
the VR program will save $30.6 million
each year for the next five years.
The Faculty of Medicine and Health
experienced the most significant loss of
staff through the program, with USyd
approving redundancies for 49 Full
Time Equivalent (FTE) positions, while
proposing to introduce alternate roles to
reduce that net loss to 27 FTE positions.
USyd has also reduced its workforce
by 18 FTE positions in the Faculty of
Arts and Social Sciences and 9 FTE
positions in the Sydney Conservatorium
of Music, which is around 9% of the
Conservatorium’s 2020 base.
Additionally, 99 FTE administrative
staff across the University accepted VR
offers, a move which Grant Wheeler
from the Community and Public Sector
Union (CPSU) NSW claims will “have a
detrimental effect on student support
and services, as well as staff morale”.
According to the report, the University
consulted with members of its leadership
team and affected faculty members to
review each expression of interest in
voluntary redundancy. According to a
spokesperson, the University “did not
approve any voluntary redundancies in
situations where the removal of a position
would have a significant detrimental
impact on the education experiences of
students”.
Wheeler further commented that
“members reported very deep frustrations
with regard to their opportunities to
provide feedback into measures to
mitigate workload spikes caused by the
loss of their colleagues”.
In an attachment to the report itself,
staff feedback claims that the information
in the report is misleading, and that
“the process was poorly managed and
communication
was
inadequate”.
Another staff member stated they were
“forced to do management’s job for
them”.
The NTEU and Casuals Network did
not respond to a request for comment in
time for publication.
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An interview with Mark Scott, USyd’s new Vice Chancellor
MAXIM SHANAHAN
JULIETTE MARCHANT
CLAIRE OLLIVAIN
DEAUNDRE ESPEJO
JEFFREY KHOO
Honi Soit speaks to Mark Scott
about online learning, enterprise
bargaining, and the future of
the University of Sydney.

A

s the first non-academic ViceChancellor in the University of
Sydney’s history, ‘Professor’ Mark
Scott comes into the role ahead of a
tense Enterprise Bargaining period, amid
continuing government attacks on higher
education, and with the consequences of a
pandemic to deal with. Having previously
overseen the ABC and the NSW Education
Department, Scott has experience with
job cuts and government hostility. But
a university is a different beast entirely.
Three editors and two media managers sat
down with Mark Scott last week to discuss
his plans and the challenges facing the uni
as he takes the reins.
Maxim Shanahan: As a non-academic,
you come from quite a different
background to past Vice-Chancellors.
How do you think your past experiences
prepare you for this role?
Mark Scott (VC): While I have not been
an academic, I’ve got three degrees and
worked for a year at a university in the
US. I’ve worked in and around education
and with knowledge workers for a long
period of time. And I have also run large,
complex, public-facing institutions that
have been undergoing change. So, I think
when I was selected by the Senate for
the role, it was a recognition that I bring
some background that will be valuable
to the university. I don’t think any chief
executive is employed as a complete
solution to every need the organisation
has, but I’ll be working in partnership
with the senior team here, with the
academics, hopefully engaging closely
with students, and playing my part to
strengthen and secure the future of the
University.
MS: Given you’ve been involved with
institutions going through change, what
specific qualities do you have that are
required at this time in the University’s
history?
VC: The one thing I think is very clear is
that big institutions like universities are
experiencing significant ongoing change.
We have changes driven by COVID and
changes in policy and regulatory settings
that are coming from the Government.
But also, I think we can ask the question:
what’s the impact of technology going to
be on teaching and learning and research?
We can think about the need to be better
at partnering with others who bring in
capability and expertise that we don’t
have. And my media background reminds
me that those who have been powerful,
arguably wealthy oligopolies for a long
period of time, can find their operations
targeted by new players. So I think we’ve
got to manage the changes that are put
on us now, but recognise that, in the next
five to ten years, there’ll be significant
disruption in the sector, and history
would suggest that if you aren’t alert to

that — if you are complacent — you are
uniquely vulnerable to being targeted.
Juliette Marchant: Over the past
few years there’s been a shift in how
government, business and the public
talks about universities; a shift away
from the university as a site of knowledge
and inquiry towards a more vocational
base. What do you believe the purpose of
the university is going into the future?
VC: We’re creating knowledge here,
and some of that knowledge will be
applied knowledge, while other types
of knowledge will transform the world
decades from now. But also, we are
transforming lives through the teaching
and learning that takes place here. The
University of Sydney has an outstanding
reputation for preparing young people
for work, but it’s vital that we understand
that our responsibility isn’t just to a first
job — it’s to a life that will be based around
learning. I think that the rapid changes
we see taking place in workplaces and
with technology means that now more
than ever, we need to be equipping
lifelong learners. Not just the knowledge
that students get through their classes,
but the capabilities and the skills to be
able to take on new challenges, master
new technology, and come to deal with
complex and emerging circumstances
effectively. One of the things we have to
do in the current political environment
is to effectively be able to communicate
those achievements so that they are
widely understood. The benefits of the
work that takes place in this university
does not simply accrue to the researchers,
teachers and students; they apply across
our entire society. We need to be telling
the story of the great public benefit and
the great common good that emerges
from the work that takes place at this
university.
JM: COVID has forced universities to
move a significant amount of their
teaching online. Do you believe that the
digital university is the future of higher
education, or is the campus still central
to university experience?
VC: Firstly, I want to pay tribute to
our teachers and our students, for how
quickly and effectively they migrated
to remote learning when COVID struck.
The speed and the quality of the
transformation was remarkable. The
fact that so many of our international
students have stayed with us through the
disruption is a tribute to the quality of
teaching that can take place online, and
the quality of, and reputation of, a degree
from the University of Sydney. I am a
great believer in the campus experience
and I’m keen to work hard to allow
international students to get back and
our domestic students to be here. I think
the university experience isn’t just what
happens in classrooms, but it’s being part
of a vibrant learning community. And if
I reflect back on my days as a student at
Sydney, it’s both that I remember to be
equally important.
When I think about how COVID
challenges us, though, it’s not about
whether we have in-person transactions
in a classroom setting, it’s about how
we use these in-person forums in
conjunction with technology. It has been
proposed that interactions in classrooms
are more for consolidating knowledge

that’s being imparted and seeking the
applied aspects of learning. As I speak
to our experts about teaching here on
campus, they’re not saying ‘less face-toface,’ they’re challenging how best to use
that face-to-face. In an era where we have
the ubiquity of technology, you expect
that traditional model to be challenged,
and I think that’s a good thing. But
campus life and face-to-face interaction
will continue to be a vital part of what
we’re offering here at the university.
Claire Ollivain: You’re entering your
role just as Enterprise Agreement
negotiations with union staff are
commencing. What does the University
hope to achieve on its side of these
negotiations?
VC: With the COVID disruption and
policy changes from Canberra, it’s been
a demanding and exhausting time. There
are easier times to discuss an industrial
negotiation. I want to create an
environment here where everyone can do
their best work; where our researchers,
teachers and professional staff bring
their energy, their intelligence and their
experience, and we create an environment
where they can flourish. What we also
have to do is be able to deliver a solution
in terms of wage outcomes, and in terms
of working practices, that are sensible
and sustainable in the context in which
we are operating. Part of the negotiation
as well is to explain that, in what I hope
is a constructive and professional way.
So, you know, we are in early days, there’s
a long list of claims from the union,
that’s to be expected. The University
will respond to that in due course, and
I’m hopeful that we can deal with this
professionally and get it behind us and
get on to doing the real work. And I do
want it to be an environment where
people feel respected, and feel that they
can get on with what it is they came to do
at the University.
CO: One of the points of concern that’s
been raised by the NTEU in their log of
claims is the trend towards casualisation
in the sector. How do you plan to address
this in upcoming bargaining?
VC: I understand those concerns about
casualisation. And I think if you’re a
young career researcher or teacher, and
you aspire to have a career in higher
education, then you can look at levels
of casualisation with concern. So we
plan to deal respectfully with the log of
claims as it has landed, and we will look
to think about how it might be possible
to provide greater security. But that’s
what the negotiations in the coming
months are all about. I don’t want to preempt those discussions, but I understand
those concerns, and we want to engage
with them as best we can. The University,
through the hard work of our staff, has
managed the COVID complexities well
to this point. But we also should not
understate the challenges that still lie
ahead for us. We’ve kept international
students well, which is a tribute to the
hard work from people here. However,
our pipeline for international students
has no doubt been affected by COVID,
so I am concerned that the full financial
impact of COVID on us may not be
seen yet. The uncertainty of our future
revenue is something that we’re going to
have to talk about in the negotiations.

CO: The University is proposing to do
away with the longstanding 40:40:20
model (where 40% of academics’ time is
spent on research, 40% on teaching, and
20% on administration) in this year’s
EA negotiations. A similar proposal was
defeated in 2013 after extensive strike
action. What is the motivation behind
reintroducing this proposal?
VC: Well, I’m not going to go into all the
details on the University’s proposal, but
nearly every university in the country
has more flexibility around teaching and
research contribution than the 40:40:20
model that exists here at the University
of Sydney, I’m informed. I expect that,
under any circumstances, the majority
of our staff would end up with a 40:40:20
result. I suspect some flexibility here is
valuable, to allow some to be specialist
teachers, others to be specialist
researchers, and for us to be able to
ensure that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach
across an industrial agreement may not
be the best outcome for our researchers,
our teachers and the University as a
whole. I know there are differing views,
so let’s have that discussion.
MS: Returning to the topic of policy
challenges, what do you make of the
new Job-Ready Graduates Package
funding model, its fairness and the
government’s overall recent attitude
towards universities, which has arguably
been characterised by a bit of hostility?
VC: I don’t under-estimate how
concerned politicians and policymakers
are in Canberra about the skills shortage
that this country is facing. If you add
the disruption to migration that COVID
has brought as well, we really could see
significant areas where we simply do
not have the skilled staff that we need.
So I can understand the government
wanting to use all levers they can to try
and encourage people into areas where
there might be projected skill shortages.
Though, as Michael Spence clearly
articulated, the University had significant
concerns with the structure of the JobReady Graduates scheme; we’re not sure
it will work precisely the way that it was
intended. One area of concern we have
is how the new funding requirements
take away money which traditionally has
been allocated to support research at the
university.
That’s another question: how do we
support research properly? Research
which will be central to the future
of this country — our international
competitiveness, the way we support
industry, and the way that we improve
everyone’s quality of life. But research
is chronically underfunded. Even the
research grants we receive don’t fully
cover the costs. We’ve used international
student income to fund research, that’s
not possible now. So more conversations
need to be held. One of the things I
want to do is spend time on the ground
in Canberra talking to political leaders
from all sides of Parliament, to advocate
for what truly is in the national interest,
which is a robust research sector, well
funded in the national interest.
MS: You come from a humanities
background yourself. What do you make
of the government’s recent attitude
towards humanities education?
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VC: I’m a strong supporter of arts degrees.
Many of the things that employers
implore that they want from graduates
— communication skills, collaboration
skills, critical thinking, creative thinking
— are all skills that emerge from a good
arts degree and a deep understanding of
the humanities. I sometimes think that
arts degrees can suffer from an almost
tabloid shorthand and dismissal. That
is unfair to the substance and the rigour
that underpins that work. So I actually
think there’s a strong argument that
says arts degrees are very well tailored to
developing the capabilities that we know
employers want. I don’t support a policy
that attempts to push people away from
arts degrees. I’m happy to stand up and
to be a supporter of the contribution arts
graduates make.
MS: The closure of borders has
challenged universities’ over-reliance on

international student revenue. There also
hasn’t been much financial assistance
from the government to counterbalance
that. Do you think that universities need
to re-evaluate their ‘business model’ in
the face of continuing uncertainty? Is this
possible without a re-evaluation of the
government’s role in universities?
VC: There’s no doubt that most Australian
universities, in light of declining financial
contributions from federal governments
over several decades, have moved to
recruit more international students. It’s
an income stream that has clearly shown
some vulnerability through the recent
disruptions. But I would always anticipate
international students being an important
part of the fabric of a great international
university like Sydney. If Sydney aspires
to be in the top tier of global institutions,
it would require students from around
the world coming to our campus, to teach

and to research. So, yes, like all other
universities, we’ll need to think through
what the implications are for our business
model.
JM: Do you have a final message for
students coming into Semester 2?
VC: The first thing I’d say right now is hang
in there — this too will pass. This kind of
disruption we’re facing affects people in
different ways, and we have good support
infrastructure on campus for people who
are struggling, particularly with mental
health issues that can emerge. I’d really
encourage our students to reach out and
take advantage of those services if they
need to.
I think the university should feel a
great sense of responsibility towards its
students. Yes, you give us money through
fees, but really, the most important thing
you give us is three or four or more of

the most important years of your life.
You could be doing many other things,
but you decide to spend those years in
the community here at the University of
Sydney. I want to do all I can to ensure that
it is a life-transforming opportunity for
you, not just for what you do afterwards,
but because of the people you meet, the
knowledge you acquire, and the skills you
develop. And I hope you have a continuing
relationship with the University of Sydney
for the rest of your lives.
I wanted to be on campus as soon as
I started because I wanted to spend time
talking to students. But soon, we’ll be
back and I look forward to that very much
indeed. And I hope students, if they see
me walking around, will say ‘hi,’ and will
give me a sense of what their learning
experience is like here in Sydney.

On Us: Reflections on Mark Scott
JULIETTE MARCHANT
Can you judge a man by his book?

In 1967, Roland Barthes proposed
the controversial notion of the death
of the author. In so doing, he aspired
to liberate reading and criticism from a
sort of interpretive tyranny, unavoidably
linked to the author’s identity and
intentions. However, the very purpose of
Hachette Australia’s ‘On’ Series appears
to consciously circumvent the essence
of Barthes’ proposal, bringing forth
some of Australia’s “most important
authority voices” to muse over subjects
that are of value to readers. Embracing
the assumption that a book facilitates a
glance into the inner-mind of the writer,
I turned to On Us by Mark Scott in an
attempt to get an insight into the world of
our new Vice-Chancellor — a snapshot of
his life beyond the ivy-strewn sandstone
walls of the University of Sydney.
For those unfamiliar with the man
that we now call ‘Professor Scott’, he has a
distinguished record in the public service,
media and education. His Wikipedia page,
wherein he is affectionately identified as

Mark Scott (businessman), tells you as
much, listing countless achievements as
ABC’s managing director and Secretary
of the New South Wales Department of
Education. But things haven’t always
been rosy... With the ABC suffering from
considerable funding cuts, Scott was
faced with the reality of axing programs
and firing staff to keep the national
broadcaster afloat. More recently, the
COVID-19 pandemic caused seismic
shifts within the NSW education system,
revealing a burgeoning gap in access to
resources from school to school, and
student to student. But if there’s one
thing that On Us makes clear, it’s that
Mark Scott is no stranger to change. In
fact, he appears to relish it.
Launching into the depths of despair
with a tone that can only be described
as hopeful, Scott contemplates the
losses and gains offered by a new age
of technology. He mourns the death of
print newspapers, whilst celebrating
the fact that he has all the news in the
world at his fingertips. He considers how
we willingly hand over our information
to juggernauts like Facebook, whilst
laughing at ‘the great lie’ that is agreeing
that we read terms and conditions. But
in my mind, what these paradoxes reveal

most clearly is the character description
used time and time again in the book:
that Mark Scott is a man “hard-wired for
hope.”
It could quite easily be argued
that Scott’s pervasive sense of hope is
fashioned from a foundation of privilege
and opportunities bestowed upon him
from a young age. I mean, not everyone
grew up attending a prestigious private
school on Sydney’s North Shore, or had
the chance to pursue further study at
Harvard University. But captured in a
quote from Peter Singer that forms the
epigraph of On Us, is a sense of proactive
ambition that I hope bleeds into Scott’s
position as Vice-Chancellor.
“I don’t think there’s much point
in bemoaning the state of the world
unless there’s some way you can think
of to improve it. Otherwise, don’t bother
writing a book; go and find a tropical
island and lie in the sun.”
When I started at the University of
Sydney, I was a high-school graduate,
donning large rose-tinted glasses. The
University was my stepping stone to
a world of opportunity, learning and
enterprise — a bastion of intellectual
rigour and vibrant student culture. But
over the years, the stellar façade of the

sandstone buildings have crumbled under
the weight of scandal — cuts to faculties
that myself and other students hold dear,
the loss of familiar tutors and lecturers as
staff were sent packing, buildings turned
from centres for learning to neglected
spaces, empty of inquiry.
As someone that has dedicated a
large portion of their life to the media,
Scott is well acquainted with the value
of telling stories. But in a world that has
been swallowed whole by social media
echo chambers, we so often cling to a
version of the world that is our own,
that we forget about the shared version
of the world around us. In On Us, Scott
speaks of his despair that Tim Winton’s
much loved Australian novel Cloudstreet
could never be broadcast on a free-to-air
channel due to a licencing agreement with
Foxtel — that this story ‘of us’ was not
really ‘ours’. For so long, the neoliberal
University has been telling the stories of
countless others, and neglecting those
of their staff and students. As Professor
Scott begins to pen the next chapter of
his life, let’s hope that his story considers
a vital character, us.
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The ‘free speech crisis’ is an ideological attack on unis
CLAIRE OLLIVAIN
Denying funding to universities and
student unions is the real threat to
democratic speech.

I

mporting rhetoric from the right in the
UK and US, conservative politicians in
Australia for years stoked exaggerated
moral panic about a ‘free speech crisis’ on
university campuses. It’s a familiar story:
universities are churning out ‘intolerant’
activists schooled in critical race and
gender theory, shutting down ‘robust’
debate by ‘deplatforming’ right-wing
speakers, pro-lifers, and TERFs. Drawing
the ire of Canberra is nothing new for
student activists, but what’s alarming is
Education Minister Alan Tudge’s recent
comments to The Australian that he is
considering ways to “prevent compulsorily
acquired student fees being used in an
overtly political manner,” including by
refusing funding to student unions that
impede ‘free speech.’
After having effectively set in motion
the demise of higher education in this
country through decades of funding
cuts, the government’s detest for
universities comes as no surprise. The
vitriol of conservatives is chiefly aimed
at humanities departments, accused of
promoting ‘cultural Marxism’ and poststructuralism. Tudge has even described
universities themselves as ‘woke,’ taking a
small contingent of vocal left-wing students
and staff to be somehow representative of
the institutions themselves. The fact that
the overwhelming majority of university
populations are uninvolved in the kind
of radical politics that Tudge and the
Liberals view as an existential threat is of
no concern to them, because the narrative
aligns perfectly well with their ideological
project of starving universities of funding.
Each academic job loss — of which there
have been many thousands — chips away

at the diversity of opinion and capacity
for free discussion on campus. Having
one’s voice heard in the university and in
society at large is already predetermined
by a highly stratified and uneven playing
field. Defending freedom of speech and
academic freedom should mean fighting
for job security and an end to casualisation.
No staff member should feel that their job
is at risk if they voice opinions that are
unorthodox or critical of management.
In ‘How casualisation crushes academic
debate,’ the anonymous author writes:
“Every time I feel compelled to disagree
with something, even at a minor level, I
hesitate. My future employment comes to
mind, my livelihood hangs in the balance.”
How can the Liberal government claim to
care about freedom of academic inquiry
when they — and complicit university
managements — are enabling workplace
conditions that cause academics to

students. Threats to democratic speech
on campus ultimately come from the
government and university managements,
not a minority of left-wing activists.
If the government does implement
legislation penalising student unions for
their political activities, it would be the
latest in a long history of conservative
attacks on student unions that have
stifled student life, activism, and,
ironically, the presence of open and
‘free’ debate on campus. The Howard
government’s replacement of compulsory
student unionism with voluntary student
unionism (VSU) in 2006 was not only
to the detriment of student services
and a vibrant social community, but
triggered the demobilisation of political
involvement in universities across the
country. Although the introduction of
Student Services and Amenities Fees
(SSAF) in 2010 partially brought student

“Each academic job loss chips away at the
diversity of opinion and capacity for free
discussion on campus.”
self-censor for fear of not having their
contracts renewed?
The Model Code on Freedom of Speech
and Academic Freedom was recommended
by former Chief Justice Robert French,
appointed by former Education Minister
Dan Tehan to conduct a review following
conservative frenzy about the USyd
Women’s Collective protest outside
Bettina Arndt’s ‘Fake Rape Tour’ in 2018.
Tudge is proposing to extend the French
code — voluntarily adopted by some
universities and applying to staff and
administrators — to student organisations
as well. However, this code does nothing to
address the real structural barriers to free
inquiry and speech faced by both staff and

unions back to life, autonomy has never
been fully regained.
To a certain extent, SSAF fees are
already prevented from being used
politically; funding for student unions is
at the mercy of university managements
that control SSAF allocations. USyd is
obviously more likely to fund sports
facilities for athletes providing them with
good publicity than the activist projects
that are a thorn in their side. Sydney
University Sport & Fitness (SUSF) received
over $5 million in SSAF while the Students’
Representative Council (SRC) received
just under $2 million this year, placing
it in a position where it had to choose
between in-person elections and activism.

As much as students love to complain
about being harassed on Eastern Avenue,
student elections are vital for lively
political discussion. Labor Right’s move to
permanently ban in-person campaigning
at Monash University and the suppression
of the right to poster at UTS are worrying
precedents for declining democratic
engagement and the depoliticisation of
student unions.
This is not even to mention the
suppression of free speech manifest in
NSW Police’s shutdown of protests on
campus last year, or how the vague terms
of the University’s misconduct system
have been routinely exploited to punish
left-wing students. A lot is at stake for
student unions in Australia, and we can
see this by looking at how the culture
wars have played out overseas. The French
government, for example, launched an
attack on the National Union of Students
of France (UNEF) in April for holding
minority-only meetings — the equivalent
of banning the SRC’s autonomous
collectives — accusing the union of
racism against white people. In England,
a recent campus free speech law allows
‘de-platformed’ speakers to sue, which
opponents say might have the “opposite
effect” to protecting free speech.
In the face of conservative pushback
against universities and student unions,
we must meet them not with compliance
but with the determination to fight for
truly democratic and free universities.
The government’s overblown panic about
free speech under threat from ‘woke’
students is a sign of the real threat to their
ideology that student unions represent.
In a climate where disciplines like Studies
in Religion, Theatre and Performance
Studies, Anthropology and Sociology are
being scrapped because they’re deemed
financially unsustainable, the profitoriented model of higher education is the
real danger to lively and diverse academic
debate.

Students’ Representative Council, University of Sydney

Notice of Students’
Representative Council
Annual Elections

Nominations
NOW OPEN!

Nominations for the Students’ Representative Council Annual Elections for
the year 2021 close at 5:00PM on Wednesday the 25th of August 2021.
Online Polling will be held on the 21st, 22nd and 23rd of September 2021 using BigPulse,
a secure online voting platform. Eligible voters will be sent a secure online voting link via
your University email address.
All University of Sydney students enrolled in undergraduate degrees or diplomas, or as other
non-degree students, are eligible to vote in or nominate for the Annual Elections.
Nominations are called for the following elections/positions
and open on the 5th August 2021 at 9:00AM:
1. President (1 position)
2. Representatives to the 94th Council (39 positions)
3. Editor(s) of Honi Soit (1 position - up to 10 people may jointly nominate)
4. Delegates to the National Union of Students (7 positions)

Nominations will be accepted online from 9:00AM August 5th 2021 via BigPulse
accessible via a secure nomination link in your University of Sydney student
email. The close of nominations shall be at 5:00PM August 25th 2021. For more
information on how to nominate, please refer to the Candidate Information Pack
available on the SRC website at: srcusyd.net.au/src-election-nominations
The SRC Elections are conducted according to the SRC Constitution and
Regulations, which are available here: srcusyd.net.au/about-us/constitutionregulations
For further information, please contact the Electoral Officer
via: elections@src.usyd.edu.au.
Appeals may be made to the ELA via: e.mcmahon@estc.net.au
Authorised by R.Scanlan, 2021 Electoral Officer,
Students’ Representative Council, University of Sydney
p: 02 9660 5222 | w: srcusyd.net.au/elections
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In eSwatini, student unions lead fight for rights
MAXIM SHANAHAN
Students unionists face
expulsion, imprisonment,
terror charges and torture.

I

n May this year, the bloodied and
beaten body of law student Thabani
Nkonmye was found by his family
obscured under bushes in a roadside
ditch. Days earlier, his family had
reported him missing to the Sigodvweni
police, who denied any knowledge of
his whereabouts and launched a public
appeal. It later emerged that Thabani’s
car, with a bullet hole in the rear bumper,
had been sitting in the parking lot of the
police station when his disappearance
was reported. When asked to identify
his body, Thabani’s mother found he
“did not have eyes, had a hole on his
right shoulder, thigh and next to the
stomach.’’ When the family returned
to inspect his car for a second time,
the bullet hole had been “tampered
with and partially closed.” As suspicion
of police involvement grew, student
activists began to protest. Concerns
over police violence, state repression,
worsening economic conditions and the
largesse of the royal family have seen
the #JusticeforThabani protests grow
into the greatest challenge to the rule of
eSwatini’s absolute monarchy since the
country’s independence.
Student activists have long been
at the forefront of eSwatini’s prodemocracy movement. Honi Soit spoke to
three current and former members of the
Swaziland National Union of Students
(SNUS) who have faced expulsion from
university, imprisonment, terror charges
and torture, to understand the nature and
difficulties of organising a student union
in a country where political parties are
banned and unions are heavily restricted.
Absolute monarchy
Since ascending to the throne in
1986 at the age of 18, King Mswati III
has presided over worsening economic
conditions, continued to suppress
opposition and deny civil liberties, while
enriching himself and the royal family.
All political parties have been banned
in the country since Mswati’s father, King
Sobhuza II, abrogated the post-colonial
constitution in 1973. While unions are
theoretically permitted, they face great
difficulty in obtaining legal status. The
King has the power to appoint the Prime
Minister, and approves all candidates
before they are elected to Parliament.
The King is the sole beneficiary of the
national trust fund, which has grown into
a billion-dollar vehicle for maintaining
the royal family’s lavish lifestyle, with
controlling stakes in mining, media,
and agricultural operations. Nepotism
is rampant within the government. For
example, Princess Sikhanyiso Dlamini,
the eldest of King Mswati’s 30 children,
a USyd communications graduate, and
aspiring rapper, is the Minister for
Communication.
Despite the wealth of the royal
family, the economy has worsened.
The GFC saw allowances and benefits
slashed as the government struggled to
pay public sector wages, despite King
Mswati’s contemporaneous purchase of a

$50m private jet. Drought and disease —
eSwatini has the world’s highest rate of
HIV prevalence, while COVID has hit the
country hard — have further worsened
conditions.
Activists fight for education
In 2011, the government cut student
allowances by 60% to a meagre $400
per year. Maxwell Dlamini, President of
SNUS at the time, led protests against
cuts to allowances and the education
budget, and advocated for “accessibility
of funding for students to pursue higher
education.” In conversation with Honi,
Dlamini said that some students had
been forced to resort to prostitution and
criminality to make ends meet after the
cuts. Brian Sangweni, SNUS President
from 2017-19, described underfunding
leading to critical shortages: students
are taught by unqualified lecturers, while
those studying in scientific and digital
laboratories have been left without the
necessary materials for those courses.
Political activities
While
SNUS
has
consistently
advocated for student rights and
education, the main focus of the
union continues to be supporting the
nation’s
pro-democracy
movement
and demanding social and political
rights. Bafanabakhe Sacolo, the union’s
current Secretary-General, says that
SNUS has been “part and parcel of
what is [presently] happening in the
country.” After Thabani’s death, it was
the students’ union that led the first

SNUS is an illegal organisation
in eSwatini, having been denied
registration by the government. Maxwell
Dlamini describes meetings being
“brutalised and dispersed violently” by
the police during his term. The union
is “prohibited from running meetings
within university premises,” and Sacolo
tells Honi that “if we are found to have
been conducting union meetings within
university, you meet consequences such
as disciplinary hearings and suspension.”
Brian Sangweni describes threats and
intimidation from uni management and
lecturers: “the institution will ask around
about members of the organisation,
and they will go to new members to
tell them that joining SNUS is a very
dangerous thing, saying that you might
not be able to find employment once
you’ve finished your course.” Coupled
with regular arrests and suspensions,
threats of unemployment are especially
powerful in a country where the majority
of companies are either controlled by the
royal trust fund, or have close links to the
ruling family.
Furthermore,
Sangweni
reports
instances of students being coerced by
universities to “sign bonds...that say
[the student] will not participate in any
forthcoming strikes or protests.”
Beyond the universities, the state has
sought to break up the union through
arrest and draconian legislation. Student
activists are often detained on spurious
minor charges, while sedition and
terrorism laws have been used to silence
vocal critics of the government.
Since the beginning of Bafanabakhe
Sacolo’s term in November last year,

“My scholarship was withdrawn, I was
expelled...And I’m facing 25 years in prison.”
protests against the government, which
have since spread across the country.
Sangweni describes a growth in political
consciousness across eSwatini’s tertiary
institutions: students in private college
are beginning to embrace the union...
During my time, we only operated in
public universities.”
SNUS advocates for multiparty
democracy in eSwatini, and possesses
no formal links with other opposition
groups: “our only relationship with
political parties are the demands for
democratic government...we meet in
the streets, but that does not mean that
we’re in any way influenced by political
organisations,” says Sangweni. Sacolo
describes SNUS’ current ideological
platform as being informed by
“materialism and dialectics,” with the
principles of democracy, anti-sexism and
working-class leadership underpinning
the organisation. Many SNUS members
have gone on to become involved with
the banned socialist party PUDEMO, the
country’s largest opposition group.
Repression
Because of their prolific organising,
union
members
face
continual
harassment by state and university
authorities, with informal threats and
unrestrained legislative power used to
silence dissenting student voices.

at least 20 students have been arrested
for their involvement in SNUS. In one
instance, seven students were arrested
after boycotting class to protest unpaid
allowances. Sacolo himself is currently
on bail, after being charged, alongside
two other members, with vandalising a
police station on the day of Thabani’s
memorial service. That same service saw
Thabani’s mother and sister hospitalised,
after police broke up the gathering with
tear gas and rubber bullets. Sacolo tells
Honi that he was kilometres away from
the police station at the time of the
alleged vandalism.
The extraordinary lengths to which
the eSwatini government will go to
suppress dissent can be seen in the
experiences of Maxwell Dlamini.
Dlamini was first arrested in 2011 on
the eve of a pro-democracy rally. He was
charged with possession of explosives,
and was held in prison for over 14 months
without trial. He has previously described
being tortured during interrogation: “I
was tied to a bench with my face looking
upwards and they suffocated me with a
black plastic bag...They did that over and
over again until I collapsed. They told me
that they will kill me for causing trouble
in the country.” The police alleged that a
box containing detonators and explosives
was found during a raid of the students’
dormitory rooms. No evidence of the
box’s existence was ever presented in

KING MSWATI III

court, and the charges were eventually
dropped.
In April 2013, as General Secretary
of the Swaziland Youth Congress (the
youth wing of PUDEMO) Dlamini was
charged with sedition for organising a
protest calling for sham elections to be
boycotted. While out on bail, he was
arrested again in 2014 alongside PUDEMO
leader Mario Masuku, and charged under
the Suppression of Terrorism Act for
wearing PUDEMO paraphernalia and
advocating for the overthrow of the
monarchy at a May Day march. Despite
a successful constitutional challenge to
the validity of the sedition and terror
laws, Dlamini remains on bail, eight years
after the original sedition charge, as the
government appeals the case. Dlamini
told Honi of the effects of his extended
legal limbo: “my scholarship was
withdrawn, I was expelled, and I could
no longer study at any other university
in the country...I can’t continue with
my studies because [the government]
won’t let me leave the country. I can’t
work because the biggest employer is the
government...even civic groups, if they
employ someone like me, then you start
to lose favour from the government...
And I’m facing 25 years in prison.”
The scope of eSwatini’s sedition
and terror laws is comically large. Any
person who does or attempts an act
with a “seditious intention” faces up
to 15 years imprisonment. Being “likely
to support...persons who act or intend
to act in a manner prejudicial to public
order” can attract 20 years imprisonment
for subversion. Human Rights Watch
described the two acts as “providing
sweeping powers to the security services
to halt pro-democracy meetings and
protests and to curb any criticism of
the government, however banal.” Last
week, three MPs were charged under the
Suppression of Terorrism Act for voicing
support for pro-democracy protestors.
Hope for the future
Amid almost three months of
protests, King Mswati has shown no
signs of bending to demands for reform,
describing protestors as “satanic” and
shutting down the internet to disrupt
opposition organising. Police violence
continues apace, with reports of security
forces using live ammunition to disperse
protests. In early July, 27 were killed in
one week.
Nevertheless, activists see shoots
of hope. Dlamini tells Honi that “in the
past, the question of democracy has been
more of an urban issue, among those
that went to university. What is different
now, is that this includes the majority
of people from the rural areas to the
urban areas, and even Parliament itself.
People’s eyes are open, they see that the
monarchy is quite a problem, that they
need to address their own government so
that we can hold them accountable and
improve our lives.”
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Architecture, Empire and Enterprise
RYAN LUNG
ART BY JANINA OSINSAO
How ideology has influenced the
University’s architectural aesthetic.

T

he architectural historian Charles
Jencks once said that ‘architects
make architecture, historians
make history, and what they both make
is myth’. Architecture is often used to
translate political ideas into thxe real
world, capturing our imagination through
a visual spectacle to convince us of their
plausibility. Across campus, examples of
colonial architecture are woven together
with contemporary styles. Look closely,
and what emerges is an eclectic tapestry
that serves as a living record of history
and the ideologies that shape it.

cultural and intellectual superiority of
the British people. The Quadrangle’s
imposing historical design reflected terra
nullius and the idea that Australia had
nothing recognisable as history before
colonisation, displacing Indigenous
heritage from Australia’s narrative.
In 1789, the land on and around the
University was seized from the Gadigal
people and appropriated for the Crown.
Formerly used for cultivation and as a
corroboree ground for socialising, public
ceremonies, and hunting kangaroos,
the expansion of colonial settlement
was a violent process that damaged
the spiritual relationship between
Indigenous people and their land. It is
evident in the colonists’ architectural
choices that they were disconnected
from the land which they only sought to
control.

“In many ways, brick and mortar can
capture ideas just as well as pen and ink..”
The Quadrangle
In the face of the smog and
thrashing machinery of the Industrial
Revolution, and the collapse of feudal
social hierarchy, Victorian architects
found comfort in the medieval aesthetic
of Gothic architecture. Critical of
utilitarian industrial buildings that were
polluting the once green rolling hills
of Britain, they sought to transmogrify
the smokestacks and grimy walls of
burgeoning 19th century industry. By
evoking the dreaming spires, pointed
arches and vaulted ceilings of England’s
ancient monasteries and universities,
the Gothic Revival movement created a
mythologised version of Britain’s history.
The medieval period was romanticised
as an age when morality and erudition
were valued instead of profit and factory
quotas.
The Quadrangle transports us to
a time and place that never existed in
Australia. Directly modelled on the
quadrangles of Oxford and Cambridge,
the Sydney Quadrangle is meant to
evoke the “Old World” charm and
prestige of those ancient and venerable
institutions in the “New World”. Even the
University’s motto, “The stars change,
the mind remains the same,” echoes
this sentiment, suggesting that Britain
was an intellectual compass pointing
Australia in the right direction.
The building gives the impression
that it was constructed over many
centuries organically with its haphazard
asymmetrical layout and mysterious
nooks and crannies. Standing in its
grassy expanse, you could be forgiven
for thinking that noble knights and
pious monks once roamed the cloistered
walkways, protected by battlements, and
stepped buttresses. But the historicity of
The Quadrangle is an illusion conjured
up by its sandstone spires. There is no
denying that it is one of the most beautiful
buildings on campus, but its derivative
design suggests that the intellectual
aspirations of the colony needed to be
legitimised by, and measured against
British culture and history.
In The British Empire Through
Buildings John M. Mackenzie points
out that buildings and urban planning
were used to reinforce the belief in the

The
Quadrangle
betrays
its
foreignness to the Australian continent
not
just
aesthetically
but
also
functionally. Gothic Revival is entirely
inappropriate to the climate. The searing
heat of the summer and the humid
afternoons make The Quadrangle’s
wood-panelled chambers feel stuffy and
uncomfortable. The winter does nothing
but create a chilly draft in its spacious
sandstone rooms. While the shelters
of Aboriginal people were attuned
to the climate, colonial architecture
had little regard for the natural and
spiritual qualities of the land. Sacrificing
functionality for the sake of aesthetics,
The Quadrangle reflects the colonial
philosophy of dominating Indigenousowned land.

International House
International House holds an
unassuming presence on 96 City Road
with its weathered grey-brown façade.
Deemed unworthy of preservation, it
has been slated for demolition despite
objections from alumni. Its aging
appearance disguised its historic role in
Australia’s Cold War strategy. Built in
1967 and designed by Walter Bunning,
its Modernist style reflected its mission
of fostering intercultural understanding
and diplomacy by housing international
students.
It was built at a time when Australia
was transitioning away from being
a bulwark of the British Empire to
becoming a partner of newly independent
countries in the Asia-Pacific region. With
the spectre of the Cold War, it was hoped
that by sponsoring and encouraging
international students to study in
Australia, alliances could be forged to
prevent the spread of Communism. Here
lies the origin of universities as a political
and economic tool in Australia today.
The House was a melting pot where
all cultures were welcome and its neutral
architectural style helped to facilitate
this. Modernism emphasised simple
silhouettes and a lack of ornamentation,
dissociating itself from any national
style of architecture. Embracing the idea
that all cultures were to be respected,
the standout feature of the House was a

rotunda that contained a large communal
area situated on a single floor, intended
to symbolise the idea that all cultures
sit on the same level. Unlike in the older
religious colleges, there was no place for
symbols of hierarchy such as high tables
and gowns – another tradition copied
from England – in this egalitarian,
multicultural space.
Modernism was an architectural
attack on nationalism and imperialism.
According to architectural historian
Mark Crinson, modernism was to be “free
of specific historical or geographical
constraints” through using “placeless, history-less materials of steel,
concrete and glass”. Unlike traditional
European
architecture,
modernism
eschewed architectural allusions to the
classical world like grand archways and
Greek columns, intended as a display
of supposed cultural superiority in a
colonial context. Aesthetically and
functionally, the House sought to
dissolve borders between cultures and
remove the grime of cultural chauvinism
stuck on the Western world.

Abercrombie Business School
The Abercrombie Business School
(ABS) was completed in 2016 at the
staggering cost of 250 million dollars.
You could be mistaken for thinking the
spiral staircase and curvaceous white
surfaces of its atrium are that of famed
modernist architect Frank Lloyd Wright
who designed the Guggenheim Museum
in New York City. Expensive, sleek but
uncomfortable furniture abounds in
fashionable colours like neon green and
space grey. The University seems to have
strategically devoted its resources to
creating buildings for the degrees whose
enrolment will be the most lucrative for
its coffers.
Clearly inspired by the offices of
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Who would win? The USU or culture
Big Tech companies like Facebook, the
design and purpose of the ABS reflects
the University’s adoption of not just
a corporate aesthetic but corporate
governance. The building’s architects,
Woods Bagot – using the grandiose
phrases and awkward metaphors that
constitute the jargon of 21st century
business and education – explain that
they intended to “reshape conventional
higher education” by providing “sticky
spaces” where staff and students can
interact in a non-hierarchical way.
Similarly, at Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg
sits at the same kind of desk amongst
rank-and-file employees.
However, menacing similarities
emerge between the neoliberal University
and Big Tech in the exploitation of
labour and absence of democratic
decision making. At Facebook, power
is overwhelmingly concentrated in
the hands of Zuckerberg and his top
lieutenants through a special class of
stock that entitles them to far more votes
than ordinary shareholders. Meanwhile,
in the University Senate, student fellows
are outnumbered two-to-fifteen against
fellows from senior management and the
corporate sector.
Facebook moderators, who often have
to police disturbing and explicit content,
have voiced grievances over poor working
conditions and lack of psychological
care. Recently, the University has
come under scrutiny over wage theft of
casual workers. It is devastating, but the
University’s transformation into a profitdriven degree-factory is just one example
of the corporatisation of life. No wonder
people speak of a crisis in capitalism.
Perhaps those 250 million dollars should
have gone somewhere else?

t the end of last semester,
hundreds of students attended
a protest against the proposed
dissolvement of several Arts departments,
including the Department of Theatre and
Performance Studies (TAPS). Amongst
this crowd was a solid contingent from
USyd’s performing arts scene.
It’s rare for the performing arts crowd
to collectively throw its weight behind
these issues. Another prominent example
that comes to mind is the USU election.
The rush to support the ‘performing
arts candidate’ has become a yearly
occurrence for the Sydney University
Dramatic Society (SUDS), revues, and
occasionally the Conservatorium. Sadly,
these candidates’ promises of enhancing
this aspect of campus culture often
go unfulfilled. Directors have little
sway over the USU’s decision-making,
compared to USU management and the
ever-controversial
Senate-appointed
Directors.
The
situation
for
performing
arts groups on campus has not seen
substantial improvements in recent years
– in fact, it’s arguably gone backwards.
Back in 2019, a new model was lambasted
by clubs and societies (C&S) executives
after it was introduced a week before

*
In many ways, brick and mortar can
capture ideas just as well as pen and ink.

JOE FIDLER

MATTHEW FORBES
On the need for USyd’s performing
arts scene to hold the USU to account.

A

Welcome Week. History repeated itself
in February 2021, when C&S executives
were informed of a proposed funding
model only 4 days before, with no details
of what it would entail. What’s more,
funding for clubs and societies decreased
by $37,000 from 2020.
In addition, the room booking system,
which performing arts societies must
navigate to find spaces for rehearsals, is
fucked. Multiple C&S executives noted
that rooms are often double or triple
booked, and payment is occasionally
required. This is made worse by the USU
prohibiting bookings past 6pm and on
weekends (unless societies are given a
special exception); times which are ideal
and don’t clash with classes and work
shifts.
Elliott Miller Studio is currently the
only suitable ‘dance space’ on campus,
despite there being four separate dance
societies, and is frequently used for
other rehearsals. Furthermore, the
USU’s promises to redevelop the Holme
Common Room and Manning Bar as a
rehearsal space have gone unfulfilled,
though the pandemic can shoulder some
of the blame.
Likewise, performance spaces on
campus have been culled substantially
over the last 20 years. The Footbridge
Theatre has not hosted live music and
dramatic performances since the USU sold
most of the building to stay afloat after
the introduction of Voluntary Student
Unionism (VSU) in 2005. Hermann’s

Bar’s refurbishment in 2017 effectively
killed the emerging comedy scene there.
Manning Bar saw a slower death, ending
up a husk of the hub of student life it
once was. That has left two options: the
Cellar Theatre, and the Seymour Centre,
which seems to be consistently trying its
best to detach itself from student culture.
Then there’s PopFest. When it was
known as Verge Festival, it was a multiday celebratory showcase of student
culture, and was given a large tent on
Eastern Avenue. Now, the USU outsources
activities and panelists, and is met with
lacklustre engagement over a mere twoday run.
So what can the performing arts as
a collective do, other than curl up in
a ball? Mid-lockdown, the answer is:
probably not much. With more losses
expected this Semester, C&S funding
could see another, more devastating
overhaul soon. Additionally, it’s likely
that all performance-based events will
be cancelled or postponed.
But one need only look back a couple
years to see what is possible. In 2019,
then-SUDS President Lincoln Gidney
assembled a ‘Student Cultural Union’
with the heads of nearly every creative
arts group on campus. Gidney conducted
extensive research into “how societies
and groups were being screwed by
increasing prices and lack of availability.”
Amongst his more disturbing findings
was that funding changes in 2019
effectively halved funding for events.The

cost of using the Seymour Centre had
increased on average by 11% a year, and
producers and directors were using their
own money to cover costs. To address
these findings with the USU, a forum was
held.
Following this, the University
created a Creative Arts Working
Group. “There were big ambitions,”
said Gidney. Its members included
society representatives, academics, the
coordinator of Verge Gallery, a USU
representative, and a student from St
Andrew’s College on a music scholarship.
The group was meant to have a lifespan
of two years, but only held two meetings
before it was disbanded by the University,
due to the campus’ closure in Semester 1
of last year.
Despite quashed efforts and slow
progress, student creatives should
advocate for these issues before and after
election season. They have the capacity
and desire to mobilise for relevant causes
– and not just for election campaigns
– while prioritising a collectivist
approach that includes the entirety of
the performing arts scene on campus.
Maintaining pressure on and having
discussions with the USU is necessary
and achievable, and may help the policies
of ‘performing arts candidates’ come to
fruition.

The USU tell-all: the Decent thing to do
My exclusive tell-all story of being the
face of a satirical USU campaign.

P

reviously, ‘stupol’ had very little
impact on my university life. Like
many, I understood it to be filled
with feckless resume builders willing
to feign interest in your life in order
to ascend to fabled BNOC status. I’d
had the half-baked idea of running a
satirical campaign before, however it
was my Campaign Manager, James ‘The
Workhorse’ Wily’s mongrel hunger for
funnies which propelled me into the
Return to Decency campaign. The name
was concocted after asking myself: “What
would Frank Costanza call his stupol
campaign?” We wanted a message strong
enough to rally behind, yet vague enough
to not mean anything.
Fighting the University’s steady track
of corporatisation would be a Sisyphean
task, so I thought: why not speed it up?
The Workhorse and I began crafting my
new image, manifesto in hand. Under
the fluorescent lights of Fisher Library’s
basement, James and I spewed forth the
jargon of neoliberalism on any question
sent our way. We needed a policy which
would galvanise the masses into salvaging
this university from a supposedly COVIDdriven fiscal death spiral. As if by divine
intervention I said to the Workhorse,
“let’s frack the Quad.”
Naturally, I felt that the student
media were out for my blood. I had to

win them over. If the Murdoch Press has
taught me anything, it’s that a greased
palm and a kind word will get you far in
politics. I labelled them The 4th Estate. I
brought platters of oysters and cocktails
to interviews. Some of these inadequately
paid journos who’d been coerced into
covering this glorified school captain
election were relieved at the arrival of
such sophistication. Some just didn’t get
it.				
My inbox was pummelled with
messages which I left mostly unread to
play up the mystery. A PULP journo was
driven to frenzy and started messaging
mutual friends on social media in the
hopes of reaching me. My political
allegiances also remained shadowy. I’d
never been involved in any previous
campaigns — as far as they knew I had not
been involved in any form of activism.
I labelled myself The most Independent
of the Independents, a jab at the Young
Liberal tradition.
I was not spared scrutiny. PULP
exposed me as a lefty in disguise by
revealing I’d liked the Greens and Labor
Left on Facebook. They theorized that
my motive for running was to acquire
delicious Clout. They couldn’t have
been more right. I’d also heard that
campaigners from one of the more
conservative candidates had attempted
to leak details of my previous, quite
tepid modelling career, accompanied by
a cache of my measurements, as if my
in-seam could bring me down. Honi Soit
however, was not interested. Perhaps my
bribery had paid off. More likely though,
no one cared.

My interviews did well. I was Honi
Soit’s darling. But this wasn’t enough. I
needed to be remembered as a hero. On
stage, I staged my own assassination. The
lefties heckled the Liberals, the Liberals
snapped back. I was shot with a foam
bullet by James in a top hat. Like Teddy
Roosevelt, I carried on with my speech.
After my interviews I was wined and
dined by two serving directors. Expecting
a political ambush, I was taken aback
by their candidness when talking about
campus politics. Though the two board
members hailed from opposing factions,
they seemed to share a sense that the
whole thing was an amusing game;
perhaps a hobby, or perhaps a practice
run for real public life. I was given a
late-night tour of the USU office. The
walls were pinned with cut out Honi Soit
articles about themselves, as well as
angry messages they’d received. There
was a full-length mirror with the headline
‘Why the Left shouldn’t run for the
USU’ tacked on to it. I felt as though I’d
entered a conspiratorial obsessive’s lair,
decorated in quirky USU kitsch. I stared
into that mirror and someone else stared
back.				
People began to recognise me on the
streets. In an alleyway near Broadway
at 2am I was approached by a guy who
claimed he didn’t even go to USyd but was
following my campaign avidly. Customers
would salute me at the pub I work at. This
pitiful modicum of recognition was quite
bizarre — I wasn’t sure whether to play
along in character or not. Candidates
began approaching me for preference
deals. Some on the left began asking me

to take my popularity more seriously.
The experience of being lobbied was as
stressful as it was entertaining — while
I didn’t want to get elected, I also didn’t
want to accidently throw a bone to the
right.				
The pressure of following up our
successes was becoming burdensome on
our three-person team. I consulted Labor
Left politician and student activism
veteran Meredith Burgmann, who told
me to “Stick it to ‘em,” by going to the
polls. The campaign lost its innocence,
and the funnies weren’t flowing like they
used to. Shenanigans weren’t landing as
well as we’d wanted, and I was beginning
to feel like I was becoming what I sought
to mock.				
It was the first time my name had ever
been on a ballot, and I didn’t even vote
for myself. The election night party was
a fever dream. Loud pop music rattled in
my sleep deprived brain as I looked with
dread at the heated dance battle between
the Libs and Switch. I’d come second last,
and a wave of relief came over me.
Public life in student politics felt
Kafkaesque:
where
incriminating
screenshots were currency, where your
past is combed for controversy by people
who might end up running the country
one day, and where candidates would
fight tooth and nail for a nugget of CV
padding. Some did have good and true
intentions, but nothing felt genuine.
Playing a character was just taking this a
step further. My run is a story of hubris,
testament to the corruptive world of
student politics.
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Burn i ng concrete
plai ns: Weste rn
Sydn ey is becom i ng
un livable
VIVIENNE GUO
One need look no further than
Western Sydney to see that the
climate crisis is already here.

disadvantage, in contrast to the sea
breezes that grace the Eastern suburbs.
The relief granted by the sea breeze ends
somewhere around Homebush, according
to Dr Sebastian Pfautsch, a researcher
and expert on urban heat from the
University of Western Sydney. The heat
gets worse the further out west you go;
suburbs within the affected triangle of
Blacktown, Windsor, and Penrith are the
hottest parts of Sydney, forming an urban
heat island. Western Sydney is uniquely
prone to the urban heat island effect
due to the built environment of roads,
footpaths, and roofs. With vast heatabsorbing concrete plains exposed to the
sun during the day, there is nowhere for
the trapped heat to dissipate except in
the areas around it.
Additionally, green space in Western
Sydney is ever-vanishing. One of the
most common requests made to local
councils is to cut down large trees,
and development begets disappearing
bushland. The lack of green spaces
in Western Sydney, coupled with
expanses of heat-trapping pavement,
makes heat difficult to manage in
summers. Dr Pfautsch identifies a mass
conversion from “green infrastructure
to grey infrastructure, from pastures
and meadows in agricultural land
into shopping centres, car parks and
residential
suburbs.”
More
areas
dedicated to natural greenery would
allow for more effective cooling because
green areas allow for water to penetrate
the ground in a way that concrete doesn’t.
While more affluent suburbs are afforded
these spaces, Western Sydney has limited
access to such luxury.
As Western Sydney is on track
to become another CBD with the
development of the new airport in
Badgerys Creek and new neighbourhoods
like Marsden Park, I find it hard to
believe that city planning is prioritising
the preservation of green spaces. There
are no significant green spaces within
walking distance of where I live, in the
local government area of Cumberland;
only footpaths, highways, and concrete;
evermore
concrete.
Classism
is
transparent in the way that cities are
built, and the lack of green spaces in
Western Sydney communities is only

one such example. Everything about the
way that Western Sydney is treated in
times of crisis reveals the priorities of
elected officials; the extreme policing
of Western Sydney communities during
lockdown this year reflects an apathy
by the government that is all too plain
in their weak climate policies. While we
are expected to vote and ask nicely for
climate justice, the earth is dying.
Today, if you drive along Richmond
Road, past a great concrete shopping
complex that houses a Costco and
IKEA, the sporadic patches of bushland
fall away to reveal monotonous rows
of identical houses, with not a tree in
sight on nature strips. As the remaining
reserves of bushland in Western Sydney
are razed to make way for development,
the imbalance of green and grey grows.

built to withstand temperatures above
35°C for extensive periods of time; at
this point, the body’s ability to cool
down is compromised. Heatwaves kill
more Australians than any other natural
disaster. It is physically dangerous
for people to be living and working in
temperatures above 35°C, but this reality
is already lived by many out in the West.
We have a decade to prevent our
planet from descending into an unlivable
hell, but the fact that Penrith, where my
little brother goes to high school, was
(even momentarily) the hottest place on
Earth is a reminder that the climate crisis
has already begun to work irrevocable
damage, and will continue to scar us for
decades to come.
Across greater Western Sydney, we
are already seeing band-aid solutions

W
pe n rith
becam e th e
hottest
place on
Classism is transparent in the way that
cities are built, and the lack of green
earth
spaces in Western Sydney communities

hen I think of Western Sydney
in the throes of summer, I think
of burning concrete plains in
near unlivable suburbia. When I was
in high school, my guinea pig died of
heatstroke on a 46°C summer day. I had
been at the beach when it happened,
and I hadn’t realised how hot the day
had been until I stepped off the train at
Wentworthville Station. Trudging home
through the soupy air, as the burning
pavement pierced the soles of my shoes,
I could sense that something was wrong.
I quickened my pace, and while turning
onto my street, nearly stepped on a dead
myna bird that lay on the curb.
There are precious few grown trees
in my neighbourhood that offer shade
on hot summer days, and on the hottest
days, suffocating heat waves quiver
above the grey bitumen. Perhaps if
there were more trees to offer shelter
and reprieve, life would be a bit more
bearable. I live on Darug land and before
colonisation, the local area would have
been blanketed in native grasses weaving
between sparse groups of trees, with fire
stick farming — the practice of setting
controlled fires — used extensively in
the area by the Darug people to maintain
the land. But anything magnificent and
unruly that once grew here has long
been uprooted to make room for broad
concrete roads, powerlines and barren
lawns of monoculture grass.
One need look no further than
Western Sydney to see that the climate
crisis is already here. Hot summers draw
large crowds to air-conditioned shopping
centres, as many residents are unable to
afford air-conditioning in their homes.
At present, Western Sydney is already
palpably warmer than Eastern Sydney
suburbs on an average day.
The unbearable heat of Western
Sydney in summer can be chalked down
to many factors. Most notably, the
inland position and built environment of
Western Sydney sets the area at a marked

is only one such example.
Current research into the future of
Western Sydney’s summers paints a
grim picture. According to the Australia
Institute, the number of days over 35°C
per year in Western Sydney have almost
doubled since the 1970s. Data also
predicts that by 2090, the average number
of days over 35°C in Western Sydney could
increase to 52 days a year. Meanwhile,
the radiating heat of pavement can reach
80°C, while the surface temperature of
playground equipment can reach 100°C.
Further out west, in areas like Penrith
and Richmond that sit at the foot of the
Blue Mountains, the situation is even
more dire. On 4 January 2020, as bushfires
raged through New South Wales, Penrith
became the hottest place on Earth, with
temperatures reaching 48.9°C; nearly
halfway to the boiling point of water.
Long term heat exposure has a range
of detrimental effects on health, and may
cause long-term heart, kidney, and liver
damage, or infertility. Humans are not

being implemented to mitigate, even
if temporarily, rising heat. Blacktown
City Council has introduced a heat
refuge network, with community airconditioned spaces for those who are
most vulnerable in events of extreme
heat. The Western Sydney Regional
Organisation of Councils (or WSROC)
has prioritised tackling the urban heat
problem through their Turn Down the
Heat Strategy and Action Plan, which has
seen efforts of urban foresting in Penrith
and Blacktown local government areas.
But young trees do not have the
same protective effect as fully-grown
trees. Unfortunately, it’ll take around 20
years for WSROC’s planted trees to grow
enough to have a significant effect, and
by then it’ll be too late. In fact, all of
these strategies to cool Western Sydney
feel too little, too late.
The thing is, try as we all might,
the climate catastrophe is upon us and
there are larger factors at play that will

H EATWAVES
KI LL MORE
AUSTRALIANS
THAN ANY
OTH E R NATURAL
DISASTE R

ART BY ELLIE ZHENG
An artistic rendering of a heat map of Parramatta from 2013, pulled
from the City of Parramatta’s website. The map is depicting an expanse
of busy city streets that meet the curve of Parramatta River.
On the map, blues show cooler temperatures while reds show higher
temperatures. Heat maps allow us to visualise where heat is being
absorbed and released.
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Planting a few trees will do precious little
to offset the damage of state and federal
governments that continue to bolster
and fund mining conglomerates
and the fossil fuel industry.
determine the course of the planet.
In July, Canada saw heatwaves that
killed hundreds of people, many without
air-conditioning in their homes as a result
of Canada’s naturally cooler climate.
Temperatures soared to past 45°C,
previously unheard of in Canada.
As August ticked around this year,
scientists spotted warning signs of a
potential collapse of the Gulf Stream,
which would be a critical tipping point

in the climate catastrophe. Yet, with
less than a decade to heal our ravaged
planet, global leaders are still happy to
let poor people and people of colour die.
Planting a few trees will do precious little
to offset the damage of state and federal
governments that continue to bolster and
fund mining conglomerates and the fossil
fuel industry. Planting a few trees will not
help the land forget the terraformation
begun by European colonisers, who

brought invasive flora and fauna that
ripped through the delicate balance of
ecosystems across the continent.
It would be remiss to lament the
debilitating heat of Western Sydney
summers without attributing the searing
heat to the colonisation of the landscape.
Signs of colonial terraforming can be seen
everywhere, if you care to look. Consider
the mundanity of the monoculture lawn,
imported by colonisers as a symbol
of wealth and superiority, carving out
pockets of curated nature that are illfitting of native ecosystems. Consider
the lonely ibis that digs through bins,
dispossessed of its natural wetlands.
Colonial ignorance and hubris are to
blame for the climate crisis that we are
faced with today; colonisers who thought
they knew best when they brought
invasive flora and fauna and sought to
wipe out complex systems of knowledge
and agricultural wisdom that had seen
the land thrive for millennia under the

custodianship of Aboriginal peoples. Two
centuries after invasion, decolonisation
is our only hope. First Nations leadership
is critical if we are to have any hope of
saving our planet.
Even today, I cannot find the words
to express how terrified I am of what
another decade of catastrophic climate
policy could mean for Western Sydney.
The sheer scale of the urban heat threat
is unlike anything we have ever seen
before. Despite the growing problem of
urban heat management, a symptom
of government negligence and global
inaction against the climate crisis, the
NSW State Government is aiming to move
another million residents to Western
Sydney in the next 20 years. But what kind
of future will be lying in wait?
Western Sydney is my home. It is the
beating heart of two and a half million
working-class people, immigrants and
First Nations people, and we will not let it
go gently into the night.

what future
li es i n wait
for us?
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The Nostradamus ofBelmore
BEN LEVIN
ART BY DEAUNDRE ESPEJO
Pondering prophecy
in the pandemic.

I

know how many [new locally acquired
COVID] cases there’s going to be
tomorrow; no need for an update,
Gladys,” pronounced comedian JonBernard Kairouz on Tuesday 13 July 2021.
Padding his “prediction” in the patois of
pseudoscience, he claimed to have factored
in the circumference of South West Sydney
and the number of children per household
in Fairfield to come to the elusive number
“97”. The sceptics may have disputed his
methods but — as if he were a cartomancer
revealing an oddly specific tarot card —
Premier Gladys Berejiklian confirmed 97
new local cases the next day.
As
Kairouz’s
run
of
correct
prognostications ran into the weekend, he
began promoting himself as the “People’s
Premier,” complemented by pop cultural
self-mythologising: he had a crayon
removed from his brain that turned him
into a super genius and was educated at a
gifted school run by “Professor Xavier and
Hugh Jackman.” In later videos conducted
for breakfast TV, he sat in front of a plastic
crown; plastic wrestling championship
belts; and unpierced plastic cups of bubble
tea, where he would continue to maintain
that his forecasts were entirely obtained
through simple mathematics. But theatrics
aside, Kairouz was hardly the first oracle to
be exalted during the pandemic.
Almost as soon as the virus leaped
onto the world stage, a page from a revised
edition of Dean Koontz’s sci-fi novel The
Eyes of Darkness also went viral, describing
a fictional illness called “Wuhan-400”
(that’s about where the similarities end).
Often disingenuously coupled with it is
a passage from End of Days by prolific

COVID across borders

psychic Sylvia Browne which preaches
of a pneumonia-like disease that will
wreak havoc around the year 2020, before
disappearing, then reappearing, then
finally disappearing again forever. In the
description for her treatise on Booktopia,
the blurb writer informs us that we are
living in the “Anxiety Age,” but, “[w]ho
better to lead us out than popular psychic
Sylvia Browne?”
Although the accuracy of these
predictions may sound tenuous, in a
peculiar way, they’re essentially meant to
be comforting, pointing to a preordained

random slip ups, bungled vaccine rollouts,
changing health advice, and leaders who
fail to lockdown their constituents quickly
enough — does nothing to placate our
Anxiety Age apprehensions.
By this token, it makes sense that the
great afflictions prophesied are inextricably
linked to the precedented social upheavals
of the teller’s own milieu: Koontz’s novel
was published the same year as the first
reported case of HIV/AIDS in the United
States, Browne wrote at the height of
2012-mania, and Gates spoke at the tail
end of the West African Ebola epidemic.

nature to the universe, decipherable
through conduits that help us navigate
the unknown. On the other side of the
coin, according to some fringe conspiracy
theorists who believe Bill Gates foretold
of COVID-19, he’s an evil mastermind
who drummed up pandemic hysteria to
sell microchipped Gates Foundationfunded vaccines (which, I can only assume,
make you more inclined to buy Microsoft
products), but at least he knows what he’s
doing. The alternative — a world full of

As fate would have it, Nostradamus
too had his university education disrupted
by the resurgence of the plague in France,
which led him to an illustrious career in
astrology. Plague, along with the other
seemingly random misfortunes that befell
16th-century Europe, predictably feature
heavily in his enigmatic prophecies, many
of which have been repurposed for our
own pandemic. The delightfully vague
“fire in the ship, plague and captivity,” for
example, could be a reference to the Ruby

Princess’ delivery of plague and captivity
early last year.
Perhaps due to its insufficient
inscrutability, what the “Kairouz Probability
Theorem” failed to account for was what
to do when the prophecies inevitably fail.
To the surprise of almost no one, after
it was announced that the suspected
leaker of Sydney’s case numbers was
caught, the People’s Premier’s COVID-19
prediction for 22 July was disconfirmed by
Berejiklian. In a press release published
to Instagram, the antipope railed against
his adversary on Macquarie Street, stating
that the number provided was fabricated
to “discredit [his] mathematical genius”
— with the disclaimer that the statement
is for “comedic purposes only.” But any
remaining morsel of humour salvageable
from Kairouz evaporated when he stood
on the steps of Town Hall and called
for “freedom” through a megaphone at
the anti-lockdown rally where someone
allegedly punched a horse. The People’s
Premier was fined $1,000 for partaking in
the illegal gathering.
With Scorpio ascendant, the moon
in Taurus, and Kairouz out of the picture,
Berejiklian announced NSW recorded
another 207 cases of COVID-19. When
queried about when to expect the easing
of lockdown, the premier replied that
she wished she had a crystal ball, before
disclosing that she, unfortunately, didn’t
possess the ability to predict the future (a
sentiment she also conveyed two weeks
earlier).
So, if our experts are too cheap to drop
$16.95 on a crystallomancy set, what does
the future hold for our Anxiety Age and its
profiteering prophets? Eyes glazed from
watching another 45-minute barrage of
bad news, I stared down into my teacup and
studied the sediment clumped together
in the shape of a reindeer leaping over a
fence. I’ll let you know what it all means
when this is over.

RHEA THOMAS, ANIE KANDYA &
ANIKA BHATIA
On the limbo of migrant anxiety.

T

he experience of being both
Australian and Indian has become
evermore dissonant in the face of
the COVID-19 pandemic. With Sydney
having entered a second hard lockdown,
“pandemic fatigue” has become an
accepted reality that has long since lost its
novelty.
For immigrant families, the fatigue
is stretched thinner. Harbouring concern
for loved ones in India whilst coping with
both the immediate reality in Sydney is
mentally exhausting, and can often feel
uniquely isolating.
The past few weeks (and months) have
been characterised by continual Whatsapp
calls and messages with family members.
Days are saturated with an endless stream
of information of the pandemic’s impacts
across borders. Household conversations
revolve around how loved ones have been
falling ill, been denied testing, received
false and swapped results, retrospectively
diagnosed, denied treatment, and endless
debate
surrounding
misinformation
shared via messaging services and media
platforms.
We hear about our distant relatives,
our parents’ college friends, their old
roommates, their neighbours. The
characters, recalled fondly, are often new
to us and offer a peek into the past lives

Reading depraved and isolated
protagonists in the time
of social separation.

Have vaccines become a status symbol?
The Pfizer Elite, the AstraZeneca
Peasants and everyone in between.

U

ntil relatively recently, vaccine
has always been a word which, for
me, held connotations of health,
protection – and not much else.
When my parents took me to get the
Priorix MMR vaccine on July 14, 2003,
asking questions around the brand of that
vaccine would have been as far flung as
wondering what the liquid inside of the
syringe tasted like.
With the Delta strain taking away our
last two months, Greater Sydney faces a
different beast entirely. Myriad revisions
to eligibility criteria and government
messaging on a Jackson Pollock-esque
level of clarity has spurred not just a health
crisis, but something of a branding and
image crisis too. Are sternly worded TV ads
enough to reverse the anxiety? Surely not
when health advice is being written at a
postgraduate level.
It’s only as I’m writing this that I’ve
finally called a nearby GP to schedule my

first dose of the AstraZeneca vaccine.
Despite the government health body
ATAGI advising that, as of July 24, everyone
over 18 in Greater Sydney “should strongly
consider getting vaccinated with any
available vaccine,” I questioned why I still
had a niggling feeling asking: Am I being
shortchanged?
Your choice of vaccine bearing an
inadvertent relationship to status isn’t as
wild as it may sound. A Household Impacts
survey conducted by the ABS in June found
that 14.6% of respondents weren’t getting
vaccinated because they wanted a different
one than what was available for them. Slate
and The Atlantic published pieces covering
how the ‘divide’ between the Pfizer vaccine
and others such as Moderna and Johnson
& Johnson in the USA and UK had made
its way into the collective consciousness
through social media. In this neoliberal
hellscape, Pfizer is the “ruling class”
choice,” the “hot people choice,” owing to a
small edge in efficacy, minimal health risks,
and a silent P in the name.
Upon reflection, I feel ashamed that the
combination of Pfizer scarcity and the risks
of AstraZeneca, no matter how small, left
me feeling a little bit like I was choosing
Passion Pop over Veuve Clicquot, despite

the outcome being the same.
Maya* secured a Pfizer vaccination
alongside an eligible family member at the
beginning of June, while not being eligible
herself. She felt ethically conflicted, but
was swayed at the insistence of her family
member and the experience of relatives
overseas.
“There’s people that are very
susceptible to messaging about the health
risks, and they’re not going to take any
chances,” she says.
She didn’t post about it on social
media, anticipating the potential for
jealousy and backlash. She says that the
lack of a clearly communicated timeline
from the government had brought forward
her family’s concern to protect itself.
She later found out that she would have
been eligible for Pfizer anyway through her
work in the disabilities sector. If she were
making the choice now, she would get
AstraZeneca.
Seemingly as a recourse from oblique
government messaging, posting about
your vaccination status has become its own
form of social currency, bridging a gap from
potential hesitancy to solidarity.
For Billie, who opted for AstraZeneca
as soon as GPs could deliver it to younger

people in July, the act of sharing it to social
media was essential.
“I wanted to spread the information
that it is possible for people in our age
group to get vaccinated without impacting
people that needed [Pfizer] more… there
is a utility in getting that critical mass of
people seeing people get vaccinated,” he
says.
The change in availability may have
also contributed to a change in perception
on social media. Earlier in the rollout, it
was often hard not to see vaccine posts as
tantamount to virtue signalling. Yet today,
the feeling is different. Hardly a day goes
by where I don’t open Instagram or Twitter
to find peers chronicling their vaccine
experiences, demystifying side effects
and providing reassurance as we wait for
tomorrow’s news.
While
clandestine
arrangements
that reflect pre-existing social privilege
continue to the collective surprise of noone, sharing on social media has become
an important tool for reassuring those still
impacted by uncertainty.
* name changed to protect the
interviewee’s identity.

of our parents. The stories, however, are
almost always the same, steeped in tragedy
and loss, leaving a bittersweet aftertaste.
Even across oceans, grief hangs heavy in
the air - thick and suffocating.
“Four days after I had COVID, [my mum]
had COVID ... hospitals were overcrowded.
They were encouraging us to isolate and
get better at home as much as possible,”
says Annabel Elizabeth, an international
student studying Architecture at USyd.
Annabel returned home to Bangalore in
December 2020 to support her family, in
the hope that she would be able to return
to Sydney prior to commencing Semester
1. However, stringent travel restrictions
placed on incoming travellers from
India left thousands, including Annabel,
stranded. For many international students,
this has meant a tough decision between
studying remotely and being with family,
or deferring their studies and plans of
returning to Australia.
For Annabel, her choice to defer
her studies was characterised by an
excruciating process trying to justify
specific reasons for deferring. It quickly
became demeaning for her, living through
the harsh reality of COVID: “I think it’s
pretty unfair, especially for people who
are overseas ... I’m stuck somewhere else
and I do not want to be paying such high
fees to just sit at home and take the course
online.”
USyd still has a ways to go in
accommodating
the
less-than-ideal
learning conditions of students studying
remotely or who have loved ones affected
by COVID. Beyond receiving extra time to

complete coursework, there are few longterm support measures for students, even
if they are recovering from COVID.
“Your body is still recovering [...] you’re
still tired all the time … it is a challenge
to work through the assignments,” says
Annabel.
International students were not alone
in their anxieties about COVID, only further
heightened by financial strain. Harsh
Chugani has lived in Australia for almost
seven years, working in the hotel industry.
Like other visa holders and immigrant
workers, Harsh received no government
financial support for almost 16 months
after the initial lockdown in March 2020,
and was forced to use his annual leave. This
lack of support undoubtedly hits hardest
for immigrant workers that make up a large
portion of essential workers.
“Think about your entry, lower level
groundwork. Who is cleaning these
quarantine rooms? ... Not locals, not
Aussies; the immigrants … the ones that
couldn’t afford to do anything else,”
explains Harsh.
When Harsh’s mother, living alone in
Pune, contracted COVID in May, the ban
placed on travellers from India meant
Harsh was unable to physically care for
her, as he would not be able to re-enter
Australia: “How would you feel if you
[didn’t] know when you’ll be able to hug
your mum again?”
Many are anxiously waiting for
international borders to reopen for a chance
for loved ones, specifically parents, to be
able to travel to Australia. The Migration
Act notably omits parents born overseas

from their definition of ‘immediate family’;
a petition to introduce a special category of
exemptions for parents has gathered more
than 70,000 signatures.
A 21,000-strong Facebook group
called Parents are Immediate Family have
organised an Australia-wide virtual protest
to draw attention to the issue. Many
members bond over their experiences,
saying how they feel frustrated at
submitting multiple exemption requests to
bring their loved ones to Australia, even for
extenuating circumstances like terminal
illness. In contrast, many migrants in
Australia are likening their experience to
being ‘prisoners,’ with exemptions to leave
for their home countries being incredibly
hard to obtain. One member of the group
wrote: “I am not feeling trapped, I am
trapped.”
For many immigrant families, this
pandemic is encompassed by a sense of
limbo. While individual responses are vast
and varied, families are largely suspended
between the extremities of engaging
heavily with the pandemic in India, and
coping with the realities of lockdown in
Sydney. Responding to the anxiety feels
like an endless cycle: the instinctual
concern and fear for relatives and family,
the subsequent helplessness of the travel
ban and lastly, distancing from any news
of COVID in India that ultimately feels like
a luxurious act of self-preservation, if only
for a moment to breathe.
The question remains, as Harsh puts it:
“Do I open up myself and pour everything
out? Or do I put on a brave face and hope
that everything is going to be okay?”

Trapped in a room with Ottessa Moshfegh
ALICE MOORE

PATRICK MCKENZIE
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tumbling alone through the icy
streets clutching a takeaway coffee,
heading back to an empty apartment
for a long and lonely weekend …. Yes, it
sounds like life in Sydney’s lockdown, but
it’s also the existence sought after in My
Year of Rest and Relaxation, the chilling
exploration of personality by Ottessa
Moshfegh.
In the book, a woman sets out by
various means to sleep as much as
possible, hopefully for an entire year.
At the end she hopes to awaken and be
reborn like a butterfly from a cocoon.
At the start of lockdown I moved back
home and found myself with nothing
but an excess of time and an absence
of willpower. Sleeping, reading and the
newly coined Soviet-esque pastime of
state-sanctioned walks quickly became
the full extent of my life.
Over the past months I have read a
lot of fiction, including four books by
Ottessa Moshfegh – one of the most
prolific and uncanny contemporary
authors. Lockdown tends to bring out
traits that maybe you didn’t have time to
indulge before. The buried perfectionist
compulsion to read a book in one sitting

is a penchant that day to day life easily
smothers, but in lockdown festers. The
schedule appears the same: read 100
pages, walk around, stand outside and
observe the sky, realise there is really
nothing else to do but go back and finish
the book and then sit at your computer for
five hours before taking some melatonin
and sleeping until 2pm the next day.
This is the cyclical nature of life
in Moshfegh’s novel: the unnamed
protagonist wakes at strange hours and
is generally ambivalent to distinctions
between day and night.
The Unnamed Protagonist (UP) of My
Year of Rest and Relaxation is conscious
of the specific privileges that allow
her to indulge in this sleeping project.
Within the first few pages she shows her
awareness of her WASPie heroin-chic look
that thrives on malnutrition and general
laxity. By page three, after detailing the
extent of her dead parents’ estate and
Visa card limit, she remarks, “I wasn’t
worried about money.” While sentence to
sentence Moshfegh’s prose is acerbic and
fascinated with the ubiquity of the Upper
East Side early 2000’s Americana, the
premise is a relatable fantasy to counter
the lethargy seemingly implicit in any
late stage capitalism success.
UP wants a blank slate – of her
accrued feelings, the visceral ickiness of
past human interactions, and the literal
cells that make up her body. Her sleep
grows in length and depth and she is
aware of the passage of time only through

mellow visions of the leaves turning. She
remarks, “My favourite days were the
ones that barely registered.”
She wishes to be alleviated from the
painfully mundane reality of having
a body - one that constantly resists a
comatose state and requires high levels
of maintenance. She resents her own
feeble emotions that plague her with
memories of her dead parents and see her
crawling back to her stock-standard twat
ex. She plays the part of a heartless bitch
but all she really wants is to feel the cold
ambivalence that she projects.
Certain images of the novel hold a
specific resonance in our current context.
The tepid air and smell of the apartment,
the stacks of greasy takeaway food,
packages she can’t remember ordering.
But she is largely comfortable to languish
in her own filth while maintaining a
superiority based on her likeness to
Kate Moss. On month three of subsisting
on Prozac, coffee and the occasional
takeaway pizza, she tells us, “Even at my
worst, I knew I still looked good.”
There is something to be said for
the vicarious joy of reading unhinged
and unburdened characters. It is deeply
satisfying to read of UP’s capacity to
despise everything and to do so with
unadulterated boredom. The direct
and abrasive nature of the internal
monologue is a comfort to the frequent
ugliness of one’s thoughts. Poignant even
is her reformatory hope that “life would
be more tolerable if my brain were slower

to condemn the world around me.”
Deeply embedded in Moshfegh’s
whip smart cultural rhetoric and layers of
irony is some reminder of the total mess,
disillusionment and vacancy at the heart
of things. Moshfegh sparkles at writing
characters that you hate but understand.
They are both physical manifestations of
some cultural zeitgeist or aesthetic but
are equally fleshed out and surprisingly
pertinent.
I now see excessive sleep as both a
regenerative activity and a comatose way
of enacting a fantasy of temporary death,
although I doubt I will ever feel truly
concerned that my own sleeping hours
might resemble those of a newborn.
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Partners in crime: the enigma of two-culprit
allergic reactions
ARIANA HAGHIGHI
When allergies and exercise collide.

T

wenty-year-old August* perplexed
his doctor. He often ate spaghetti for
dinner, with no troubles. He could eat
focaccia during lunch at school, and had
no symptoms whilst sitting in afternoon
classes. However, on one occasion he ate
a jam sandwich and sprinted home in
the cool breeze. Soon, like a switch had
been flipped, hives developed all over
his body. He felt his throat closing in and
had trouble breathing. Despite wheat
never once being his enemy, he was now
experiencing anaphylaxis.
Within the field of immunology, the
understanding of allergic processes is
incomplete; amongst the non-medical
community, it is even more limited. Dr
Sameer Malik, clinical immunologist
at Concord Hospital, says that patients
often feel confused. “It is really scary and
frustrating,” he claims, “as often allergic
reactions only occur in certain scenarios,
or develop later in life.” Even for doctors,
allergies are unpredictable, as they “don’t
always follow the way you think [they]
should.”
There is emerging evidence that
anaphylaxis can occur after exposure
to a combination of triggers. Foods may
need an accomplice, known as a cofactor,
to pull the trigger. Common amplifying
cofactors include exercise, alcohol,
aspirin, sleep deprivation, inflammation,
and menstruation. So while you may be

safe normally eating a plate of seafood, a
glass of accompanying wine could render
the dinner party deadly.
Food-dependent
exercise-induced
anaphylaxis, where the cofactor of
exercise is essential to a reaction, primarily
affects men and young adults. Though the
prevalence of such a phenomenon is rare
and unknown to most people, Professor
Pravin Hissaria, a clinical immunologist
at Royal Adelaide Hospital, says that he
diagnoses the condition approximately
once a month. Furthermore, research
conducted by Benito-Garcia et al. in 2007
revealed that a large fraction of sufferers
are misdiagnosed.
In order to diagnose this complex
condition, Prof Hissaria may employ a
double-blind, placebo-controlled food
challenge, wherein a patient is either fed
the suspect food or another substance,
and then instructed to run on a treadmill,
to gauge if a reaction occurs. Although
this is the ‘gold standard’ of diagnosis,
it can be risky; the alternative of skinprick testing, however, is unfortunately
often inaccurate. A blood test to detect
antibodies to omega-5-gliadin is useful
in wheat-dependent cases. Additionally,
Dr Malik stresses that the level of exercise
needed to induce a serious reaction is
unpredictable and can vary between
patients. “For some,” he adds, “[a reaction
occurs while] digging, some when rushing
to the bus, while others require a cycling
marathon.” This greatly complicates the
diagnostic process, but also places some
patients in grave danger. Dr Malik admits
that “some patients think it is made up,

and refuse to believe [such a phenomenon
of two-factor anaphylaxis] exists,” due to
the condition’s great variance.
To further complicate matters, the
enigmatic aetiologies, or causes, of this
condition are not fully understood within
the immunological community. Doctors
think that reactions are triggered by either
the increased absorption of alternative
food allergens, or reduced blood flow
to the gut. The optimal management of
the condition is also contentious. Prof
Hissaria encourages patients to entirely
separate both culprits, advising them
to avoid exercise for four to six hours
after consuming the responsible food.
Conversely, Dr Malik advises completely
omitting the food, as mild exertion is
often unavoidable, yet for some patients
lethal. Research is currently underway
regarding the potential preventative use
of omalizumab, a biological agent which
binds to and blocks allergic antibodies.
A complex condition also garnering
attention due to its incredulous nature
is
tick-induced
mammalian
meat
allergy. Groundbreaking work in the
identification of this phenomenon
emerged from Sydney, owing to Professor
Sheryl van Nunen and her observations
in her Chatswood clinical practice. Her
research has been so instrumental to the
global understanding of the impact of
tick bites that she was awarded the 2021
Order of Australia for outstanding service
to medicine.
Prof van Nunen documented that
when a tick bites a human, it injects a
carbohydrate from its saliva known as

alpha-gal. Up to one-half of the patients
bitten by a tick make antibodies in
response to the foreign antigen, which
is also found in four-legged mammals.
Just as a vaccine prepares the immune
system to react upon re-exposure to the
antigen, re-exposure to alpha-gal with
meat consumption can trigger a reaction.
However, although 50% create antibodies,
only 8% of those bitten experience a
reaction due to augmenting factors.
This condition is particularly pernicious
in that an allergy to mammalian meat
sometimes induces reactions to milk
products, gelatine and medicines that
contain animal products. This can
preclude sufferers from receiving heart
valve prostheses, snake antivenoms and
certain vaccines.
When asked about what led to her
discovery, Prof van Nunen revealed that
reactions occurred in the “middle of the
night”, which is not typical of food-induced
allergy. After excluding the more common
semen or latex allergies, she realised the
delayed absorption of meat from the
stomach was the cause. Just as certain
international research that shone light
on the fugitive ticks in Sydney’s Northern
Suburbs “set a fire around the world, like
a piece of cordite,” further understanding
of these complex conditions will emerge
with ongoing research. For now, the one
thing that researchers know for certain is
how much remains unknown.
*Name changed to preserve anonymity

Why I broke up with footy (and why
I’m asking it to get back together)
ROISIN MURPHY
Much like men, you can’t change injury.

O

kay, so it wasn’t really like I broke
up with footy per se. But it felt a bit
like getting dumped, and it’s what I tell
my mates at the pub when they ask what
happened.
I stopped having the time, I’d say, or in
true break up fashion: I wasn’t ready.
The truth is, it hurt so much because
I’d been in love with it for a really long
time. But it had never been the right time
for us to be together.
Growing up, I played AusKick until
under 8s. I stopped playing because there
was only one girl left on the team and the
boys never passed to me. The older I got,
the more I wished there were AFL options
for me: I was playing soccer on the
weekends, but running the Aussie Rules
commentary in my head when I’d go at
goal. But the sense of heartbreak never
went away, and I knew that I wanted to
play footy.
When girls teams started popping up
after the AFL Women’s league started,
I initially said I didn’t want to play. I
knew it meant acknowledging years of
unrequited love. But when I did, it was
so, so sweet. The commentary wasn’t just
in my head anymore, it was coming from
people on the sidelines. Moving my body

across the field felt exactly like what I
was meant to do with these limbs which
so often feel out of place. There will never
be a euphoria like it.
But just like that, it all fell apart, as I
sat in the school counsellor’s office three
months after my knee surgery. I explained
to her how I was feeling — the frustration
and the sadness, the uncompromising
feeling of a great unfairness. I’ll never
forget the eye contact she made with me
when she said:
“Roisin, what you are experiencing is
grief. These feelings aren’t going to go
away, but they will get easier to manage.”
A month into my under 18s season,
I was playing in the back line and laying
bumps that were courageous, to say the
least. At quarter time, I came off the field
and heard my Dad say something I’ll
always wish I listened to; go for the footy,
not the man.
I didn’t listen to him; bounced right
off her after laying a bump, and twisted
my knee as I fell.
The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
is one of the main ligaments which
stabilises your knee joint. ACL injuries
plague women in sport, with an AFLW
report reporting that there were 7.5 ACL
injuries per 1,000 hours played in 2020.
People with female bodies are nine times
more likely to do the injury than cis
men. The recovery time is 12 months at
an absolute minimum: unless you’re a

professional athlete who’s trained to do
rehab, it’s not hugely likely that you’ll
ever play the same kind of footy. Physios
will always say your body could be better
afterwards, but their eyes tell you that it
will probably be worse.
Laying on the ground after that fall,
there was nothing I wanted less than to
be that statistic.
The control I’d finally gained over my
relationship with footy was lost. At first,
I was good at planting in my head the
idea that rehab was footy. I was doing it
so that I could play, and I treated going
to the gym like going to training. But,
like most people, the grief and the ‘why
me” pretty quickly overtook my ability to
push through rehab.
A recovery journey that started as a
determination was brought to an abrupt
halt because the game of waking up and
convincing myself every day that what
had happened wasn’t cruel and unfair
became too hard. I stopped because, to
some extent, it felt like I shouldn’t have
to do it. I felt like a hamster on a wheel
with a footy being dangled in front of me.
It still feels unfair that my relationship
with the game which I love will always be
clouded with memories of the tears that
would cover the exercise bike at the gym.
But since then, I’ve learned lots about
myself and about footy. It’s too easy to
get caught up in the trap of all or nothing.
The idols we have for injury aren’t the

ressies footballer, they’re people on telly
who can recover in 12 months and put
the control back in their hands because
they have the support to do so. Or,
they’re those same people and they don’t
recover. Everyone pretends they’re not
there, because thinking about that sort of
heartbreak is just a bit too hard. Sport is
for feel-good stories, and we feel sorry for
the sad cases who can’t make their body
work. But we let them sit in the sorry case
bubble.
Leaning into the space in between
those two realities is incredibly scary.
Leaning into the unknown is hard —
grieving for what could have been is
harder. But those things can exist at the
same time as taking the risk of playing
footy again.
I might have an awkward fall again. I
might never have any chance of playing
a half-decent game with my botched and
grafted knee. Much like men, you can’t
change injury. No matter how hard you
try.
Letting myself love footy again is one
of the hardest things I’ll ever do. I didn’t
want to love it again, because I didn’t
want to accept that the love would be
different. It’s no longer just a love that’s
built off childhood dreams — it’s now
muddled up with anger and a desire for
control. But I’m gonna give it a chance
anyway, because no matter how many
times it hurts me, I’ll always crawl back.
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Sugar rush: cane crops and the White Australia Policy
LUKE CASS
The bitter past of our sweetest crop.

W

hen Scott Morrison claimed last year
that slavery didn’t exist in Australia,
the subsequent backlash predictably
highlighted various forms of Australian
slavery. From the 1860s to 1903, sixtytwo thousand South Sea Islanders were
kidnapped or coerced to work on the sugar
cane plantations of northern Queensland
in conditions akin to slavery. Highlighting
he history of the enslavement of First
Nations and Pacific Islander people is
important in showing that Australian
slavery wasn’t entirely dissimilar to that
of the United States. Yet, the public focus
on Australia’s history of slavery was
limited in that it did not address other
pernicious aspects of racial inequality
in Australia, in particular within the
sugar cane industry. Following the mass
deportation of Pacific Islander cane
workers from 1901, the Australian sugar
cane industry became representative of a
new form of xenophobic race patriotism,
a jingoistic pride in Australia’s white cane
industry.
Even before the colonisation of
Australia, sugar was a symbol of colonial
power. From the 16th century, Dutch
colonisers transported sugar to be
planted in colonies in the Americas. The

British and French followed, using West
African slave labour to cultivate sugar in
their Caribbean colonies. The physical
difficulty of harvesting cane, and growing
demand in Europe, created a large-scale
slave trade that left legacies of oppression
on both sides of the Atlantic. In Europe,
greater supplies of this new luxury made
sugar increasingly accessible beyond the
upper classes and it quickly became a byproduct of imperial dominance that was
unifying in its ubiquity.
When sugarcane, with all its colonial
connotations, was brought to Australia in
1788, it quickly became a source of anxiety
for the white colonisers. Sugarcane was
unable to be grown in the early colonies
of NSW, leaving a seventy-three year long
wait for the crop to be grown locally for
the first time in North Queensland. This
production quickly became a priority;
xenophobia and fears of an ‘Asian
invasion’ of the North and the perceived
need to put the land ‘to good use’ drove
the proliferation of the industry. It was
this need for advancement that led to the
widespread importation of Pacific Island
labour.
The intense push for a White Australia
surrounding Federation provided the
impetus for the overhaul of the cane
industry in Australia. While indentured
labour was supported by the plantationowning upper class, working class
agitation initially drove the ‘whitening’

of the cane industry. Discontent with
the islander workers was framed by the
view that the ‘primitive’ Islanders were
a eugenic challenge to Australia. This
led to the passing of the Pacific Islanders
Labour Act 1901, one of the ‘two pillars’
of the White Australia Policy, which saw
the deportation of Pacific Islander cane
workers.
Of greater significance is how a white
labour movement, built on racist ideology,
emerged following the deportations.
Given the difficulty of the labour and the
strong ideological connection of cane
harvesting with slavery, white workers
were reluctant to replace the deported
labourers. As such, a governmentsanctioned labour movement that
appealed to racial solidarity developed.
Workers called for a ‘wage of whiteness’ —
evoking language of ‘fairness’ exclusively
for white workers — in industrial disputes
that culminated in the 1911 ‘Sugar
Strike’. In addition to racialised industrial
action, influential figures within the
Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine
mythologised an anatomically superior
‘working white race’ of northern Australia
to artificially validate the skill of the
new white workers. These tactics were
effective in achieving higher wages,
dangerously instilling confidence in white
solidarity.
Challenged by having to pay higher
wages, plantation owners chose to adopt

the racialised appeals of the white workers.
The sugar industry launched advertising
campaigns in newspapers across Australia
highlighting the value of Australian sugar
cane, marked by the claim that Australian
sugar was the only sugar to be made by
white workers. As such, purchasing sugar
became seen as a patriotic duty, not only
to pay the ‘wage of whiteness’ but to
provide for Australia’s national defence.
Imagery of Australia’s north without cane
farming was used in advertisements, with
the implication that without the cane
industry Australia would be vulnerable to
invasion. In appealing to multiple forms
of racial pride, these campaigns became
successful with the aid of the government
which asserted the need to be “prepared
to pay” for a White Australia. Australia’s
consumption of sugar throughout the
20th century was significantly higher
than in other comparable countries and
was at times the highest per-capita in the
world. Consumers were happy to pay for
a product that was marketed to be both
chemically and racially superior to the
‘black’ overseas sugar, which was seen as
less refined than that of Queensland
It was through sugar that Australia
stripped itself of a racially diverse social
identity, seeking ever-‘purer’ whiteness
in its sweetener as much as in its
demography. Australian white sugar was
to molasses as the white Australian was to
the racial ‘other’.

Belinda Castles on Reading like an Australian Writer
SHANIA O’BRIEN
Finding companionship in fiction.

I

f reading forewords has taught me
anything, it is that writers love to
talk about stories whispered around
campfires. It’s in the copy of The Arabian
Nights my mother read to me when
I was little, it’s in an introduction to
The Sandman that rests on my friend’s
bookshelf, and it’s in Reading like an
Australian Writer, which was edited by
University of Sydney academic Belinda
Castles. I have found that writing is a
solitary process which often leaves people
confined within the parameters of the
worlds they’ve constructed, for months
at a time. Though companionless, we
trudge on to find a story that is universal,
one that speaks to everyone who reads it
and makes them think of home.
I spoke with Belinda on a sunny
morning in June. Sunlight filtered in
through the blinds on my bedroom
window and danced across the various
coloured sticky notes that peeked out of
my book.
“I had the idea that I wanted to do
something along the lines of Francine
Prose’s book Reading Like a Writer, but
using Australian fiction instead,” said

Belinda. She wanted a collection that
spoke to the experiences of local writers,
because one of the most common habits
one acquires while reading is picking
out things that can be used. “It’s kind
of like expanding one’s repertoire,”
she expanded, “like reading a book and
thinking — ‘Oh! I didn’t know that was
possible.’”
It was important for Belinda that
Australian writers knew Australian
fiction is more than what is forced on
us at school. “We come from a very rich
soil,” she said, “it is energetic, diverse,
exciting.” Often, novels are contained
to the streets of New York City and
Central London. “There are things we
can’t get from fiction overseas. There’s
a certain charm to writers talking about
suburbs and places you’re familiar
with — I immediately think of Christos
Tsiolkas saying Helen Garner talking
about the streets of Fitzroy being a real
place of art was a formidable moment.
It’s the familiarity that is extremely
encouraging.”
When I was a first-year, I took an
elective called ‘Introduction to Creative
Writing,’ for which Belinda is a lecturer.
One of the topics we spoke of extensively
was the presence of influence. This was
back when I clung to impractical goals
of true originality free from themes and

knowledge to which I was predisposed.
“Because I teach young people,” Belinda
told me, “I know how their reading
patterns manifest in their writing.
People act as though it’s not okay to wear
one’s influences in their work, but we
write through influence. We absorb our
surroundings into ourselves and their
rhythms are reflected in our work.”
I used to worry about accidentally
mimicking someone’s writing style, or
re-using a popular line that particularly
resonated with me unknowingly. Before I
wrote, I would clear my mind — no books
for the days prior, no studying a text too
closely. But I have grown to trust the
process — and myself — more. When we
read, akin to when we write, we ask our
own questions and fashion answers out
of what suits us best. It is not possible to
come out the other side of a book without
knowledge, be it about what works well
or what really doesn’t.
“One of the most wonderful aspects
of editing this collection came from the
sense of community it created,” reflected
Belinda. As someone who used to be
a freelance editor for fiction and nonfiction, talking to people about their
writing came naturally to her. “It was
a pleasure and a privilege to always be
communicating with people throughout

the process. Writing a novel, which is
usually my forte, is lonely. I’m alone
with it and the decisions I make about
it. But this was friendlier, and much
more relaxed. We could all figure it out
together.”
“This book was about drawing on a
much larger collective knowledge than
my own,” said Belinda, before she gushed
about the brilliant writers included. “I
wish I could have included everyone I
loved,” she sighed, “but I am beyond
happy with the end product. I didn’t
know what I was going to get going in,
but the book covers a wider range of
topics than I originally thought possible.
It’s much bigger, much more diverse.”
Reading Like an Australian Writer
was a pleasure to read as someone who
attempts to discover the intention behind
every writing choice. It affords the reader
the delight of expertise, much like Cate
Kennedy talking about the closeup magic
of a Tim Winton story in her chapter. The
book held my hand and showed me the
wonders of the craft, highlighting every
unique aspect in a way I understood.

Scan me for
Belinda’s website!
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My Unorthodox Life
JULIA JACOBSON
On the representation of Jewish
culture in Netflix’s latest reality show.

R

eality TV is a guilty pleasure of mine
that has only been indulged by the
recent Sydney lockdown. But although
the shenanigans of the genre as a whole
tend to be shocking, Netflix’s latest
offering ‘My Unorthodox Life’ stunned
me for an entirely different reason. As a
Jewish woman, raised in a predominantly
secular household but educated in an
Modern Orthodox school, I was surprised
to see a reality show that was so firmly
centred around Judaism. Whilst on the
face of it, the series tells the story of a
flashy CEO, Julia Haart, and her family,
it simultaneously reflects a process of
cultural and religious discovery as Julia,
and members of her family, navigate life
in the big city after leaving the Orthodox
Jewish community of Monsey.
From about the age of 15, I found
myself more interested and attached to
my religion. My family celebrated many
of the Jewish festivals, I observed Shabbat
and dressed more modestly than many
of my friends. However, more recently I
have found myself deeply reconsidering
the cornerstones of my identity, cultural
practices and value system. In view of
this, I was simultaneously excited and
apprehensive about the show. I was
interested to see how others made such
leaps in the process of self discovery,
navigating waters much muddier than
the ones that I found myself in. But
all the same, I was concerned about
the circulation of stereotypes, and
demonisation of the Jewish community.
As a minority, we are always bracing for
Western media to portray us through the
lens of stereotypes and expect applause

for representation. So after seeing several
posts from Orthodox people, upset by
the representation of their culture, and
for some, their community, Monsey, I
became cautious. Until recently, it felt
like Jewish representation was limited
to Holocaust movies, or in lighter spirits,
the casual mention of a Barmitzvah
or Chanukah by a character that was
often whiny and rich (I’m looking at
you Gretchen Weiners). But the new
Vogue in Jewish representation appears
to be a voyeuristic peek into the elusive
Orthodox community, or should I say,
a character’s escape from what is often
represented as a prison of a lifestyle.
This is my religion. It feels intrusive
for non-Jews to gawk at and criticise the
more observant lifestyle — one that I
have seen misrepresented and simplified
countless times before. It only takes a
brief scroll through Netflix to see that
other cultures are equally prey to such
intrigue. Whether it’s a show that follows
the life of the Amish, or one about
arranged marriages and matchmaking in
India, we are naturally intrigued by what
is different to us. As the world becomes
more secular and modern, this makes
it easy to balk at minority cultures that
are more firmly stuck to their traditional
ways.
That being said, I did enjoy seeing
concepts like Tsniut (modesty) and
Shabbat (the day of rest) being explained
on popular television. In my more
observant days, I had braved my fair share
of disputes with Special Considerations
trying to explain that I cannot do any
work or use any technology until Saturday
night, only to be offered unnecessarily
complex solutions. The thought of
more people being familiar with these
basic cornerstones of observant life is
immensely heartening.
Whilst many are happy in their

Orthodox lifestyle, that does not mean
issues of accessibility and broader
societal discussions should be completely
off limits. However, it is often very
difficult and uncomfortable to have these
conversations and introspections aired
on a worldwide platform. Antisemitism
remains a pressing issue around the
world. In Australia, there were 331
antisemitic incidents reported from
the 1st of October 2019 – 30 September
2020, and despite the pandemic and
lockdown, the number of direct physical
and verbal assaults increased. The Jewish
community of Monsey themselves,
where part of ‘My Unorthodox Life’
is set, were victims of two different
stabbing incidences that took four lives
in December 2019. Whilst throughout
the nine episodes Julia makes a point
of saying she loves Judaism but hates
fundamentalism (which can exist in any
religion or ideology), one cannot miss
how she characterises her old community
as extremists and fundamentalists.
Such language tends to generalise meaning that in the eyes of a non-Jewish
viewer, there is a tendency to jump to
conclusions and assume that any form
of Orthodox Judaism can be equated to
fundamentalism and extremism. Whilst
this is obviously not true, the last thing
we need in the current climate is more
demonising generalisations of Jewish
communities.
That being said, the nine episodes
‘My Unorthodox Life’ did manage
to showcase Jews from across the
spectrum. Yosef (Julia’s ex-husband) is
having to manage co-parenting with
a parent who clearly opposes many of
his core beliefs. Yet he is only ever kind
and understanding of his children’s
decisions, regardless of whether they
cohere with Jewish Orthodoxy. Chana,
the only member of Julia’s immediate

family who still speaks to her, proudly
says on TV that she is happy with her
lifestyle. However, one cannot miss the
constant digs, particularly from Julia and
her youngest daughter Miriam, at many
aspects of their old religious lifestyle as
outdated.
I
understand
many
have
a
complex, and sometimes traumatising,
relationship with religion. I personally
loved dressing modestly, it felt like a
reclamation of my body. Though, I should
also note that it seems my definition of
modest dressing was less intense than
what would be expected in Monsey. It is
clear Julia carries a lot of trauma from her
time in the community. She spent years
depressed, unfulfilled and harbouring
guilt that she was committing her
daughters to the same path. Miriam,
a bisexual woman, was undoubtedly
regularly invalidated, and probably
had to unlearn some deep, internalised
homophobia. It can be difficult holding
the two truths that for some Orthodoxy
is a beautiful lifestyle, and for others it
can be a violent and systemic attack on
their identity, particularly for closeted
teens. For any non-Jewish watchers, I
implore you to not form an entire view of
Orthodoxy, let alone Judaism, from this
single perspective.
As I mentioned before, I am the
biggest sucker for reality TV plotlines. I’ll
gasp when the dramatic music comes on
and I’ll fall right into the overly edited
plotline. However, I would never watch
Keeping up with the Kardashians to
learn about Armenian culture or use a
Real Housewives spin-off to learn about
the setting. As much as I appreciate the
subtle education and representation that
comes from watching Jews of different
observance live their lives, the show’s
main effect is still to entertain.

MADDY BRIGGS
Bringing experimental music
back from its winter slumber.

T

he weird and wonderful experimental
music scene of Sydney depends
upon its reciprocal relationship with
an audience. It often finds bastion in
intimate, secluded venues — a small bar
off an Inner West side street, a university
recital hall littered with alarming
program notes, or a church after dark.
In a live setting, improvisational
performers thrive on the energy they
build with the audience. The music
that emerges wraps itself around this
relationship like an epiphyte — the
performers listen and respond to each
other, finely tuning the music in response
to the character of the particular
room. Each of these pieces becomes a
performer’s interpretation of the space
around them — of how many people
make up the audience, how they respond
to the music, the mood of the venue, the
weather outside. The music, as a result,
becomes unrepeatable, a sacred and
highly individualised experience.
In lockdown, without these spaces,
experimental music has been left out in

the cold.
The Sydney-based online festival
HiberNATION aims to carve out space
for experimental music online. Its first
season, which spanned 2020’s lockdown,
has been nominated for an APRA Award
for Excellence in Experimental Music. On
August 6th the festival will re-emerge for
a second season, to free the experimental
music scene from its paralysis.
The festival was founded by Sydney
composer and Conservatorium staff
member Damian Barbeler, with postgrad
research student Liam Mulligan as
co-curator. At its core, HiberNATION
encourages a ‘failure-as-an-option’
approach to the process of its hosted art.
As a ‘festival of the lo-fi’, it gives artists
both local and international a platform
to workshop and try out new and strange
methods of making music, right from their
very own homes. It also hosts a variety
of one-off events. Last year, the Noise
Massive lineup and Care Package series,
saw composers give musical material to
Ensemble Offspring to perform, which
became standout features of Sydney’s
otherwise-static art music scene.
Watching a composer at work
fosters the same sense of intimacy as a
live setting. You look directly into the
artist’s creative spaces. Here, audience

interaction takes on a new form. Artists
often encourage viewers to send them
questions or suggestions. This, alongside
its newfound online accessibility can
connect viewers to a genre that is mostly
alienated from mainstream appeal.
Mulligan’s Response livestreams
revive the sacred sense of live music
that felt so lost under lockdown.
Mulligan’s streams take the collaborative
experimental music-making above and
beyond what you can usually catch at
your local bar. His audience actively
influences the music by messaging him
their favourite lines of poetry, ideas
for small sketches, or letters of the
alphabet to fill in a Hangman. Liam’s
verbal responses to these submissions
are picked up and echoed through a
metronome app and form the basis of the
music.
Really, every featured stream is
a revel of innovation. In one of his
episodes of Damian Makes Noise,
Barbeler demonstrates his homemade
‘piano bees’ — two metal wires spiralling
around a motor. When placed inside the
piano, they scrape the strings and spit
out rattling, eerie chords. It’s striking to
hear.
Even though it’s just begun, season
two of HiberNATION brims with promise.

HARRY GAY
ART BY SHANIA O’BRIEN
Drinking the national Kool-Aid.

D

uring the winter break, reentering lockdown meant the
reinvigoration (and perhaps even
actualisation) of everyone’s hidden
passions. Whether it be picking up
Russian, learning the guitar, or becoming
TikTok famous. For many of us though,
including me, this meant grabbing
a cocktail shaker and recreating the
drinks we would have been ordering at
bars these holidays if the dreaded Delta
variant hadn’t swept through Sydney.

***

White Russian
60ml Vodka
60ml Kahlua
60ml milk or cream
As the days wore on, I began drinking
later in the evening and earlier in the day.
Over Zoom calls with friends (another
form of self-medication in these trying
times), I would have a white russian
in hand. I started to get concerned if I
should be drinking alone in my room, but
it was okay because ‘I was with friends,’
even if I was the only one drinking.

East 8 Hold Up
45ml Vodka
15ml Aperol
30ml Pineapple juice
15ml lime juice
15ml sugar syrup
Half a passion fruit

30ml espresso
45ml Vodka
30ml Kahlua
The festival curation team has expanded
to include emerging composers Siân
Lindsay and Dahyo Lloyd; both hosts of
their own streams in its first season and
innovators in the Sydney art music scene.
This year, the team have set their
sights beyond experimental music.
Season two features visual artists
and writers alongside musicians,
and encourages the production of
collaborative multimedia-focused art.
The new An Art in an Hour series follows
Lloyd and a selected artist as they create
a product together over an hour. Another
series, Blind Collaborations, takes
the opposite approach — it gives two
creators time to individually respond to
a given prompt, then blindly melds their
final work together to deliver a wild and
amusing end product.
HiberNATION is perhaps the first
project to make space for the raw
artistic processes that could very well
fail — and in a public manner. Its boldly
conceptual approach to art and highly
thoughtful use of its online medium is
groundbreaking irregardless of its end
product; in a way that possibly reaches
beyond the capability of live, in-person
experimental music. And when one of
these experimental art pieces does work,
it’s bound to be amazing.

***

***

Espresso Martini

HiberNATION: festival of the lo-fi
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Just before lockdown, I bought myself
an espresso machine to satiate my coffee
addiction, so it only made sense that
my first cocktail would include one of
the many loves of my life. If Australia
is known for two things, it’s coffee
and alcohol. Much like the coffee bean
itself, it is ground into our culture. The
relationship is symbiotic, much like the
synergistic intertwining of delicious
flavours in this drink.

***
Irish Coffee
30ml espresso
45ml Irish whiskey
A sugar packet
Whipped cream to top it all off
After the espresso martini had worn
out its novelty, my coffee cravings were
further indulged by the Irish coffee – a
drink which has proven especially useful
in sweetening up my evenings and
warming up my afternoons. I especially
like adding 30ml of Kahlua on top of all
that just to make it especially sweet and
mask the taste of whiskey, a drink I’m
not a huge fan of.

The clock wound back and I found
myself drinking at midday. My parents
came back from a walk and said “like
mother, like son.” I wasn’t sure whether to
laugh or be concerned. I can’t remember
how long into lockdown it had been, but
I know that I had been drinking since
NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian first
announced the ‘stay-at-home orders.’
Even so, I told myself there was no harm,
as I tilted each glass back and sucked it
down my gullet. My body relaxed and I
felt the overwhelming stress and anxiety
lift off me. It hasn’t felt like the holidays
yet, and already we’re back at Uni. I’ve
had an Honours thesis to write, a lecture
to perform, and students to tutor, this is
my one chance to unwind.

***
Classic Margarita
45ml tequila
15ml triple sec
30ml lime juice
I can’t remember a moment where
they didn’t have a drink in their hands;
my mum, my dad, my uncles, my aunties
and even my grandparents. I can recall
visits to my grandad’s house over in
Mt Gravatt and staring at the rows of
red wine bottles that lined the table,
standing to attention and at the ready.
Family gatherings would be serenaded
by margarita toasts, and the bubbling
of champagne would signal important
events my mind was too small to yet
comprehend. At home, I remember my
Dad asking me to grab him a beer from
the fridge or my Mum asking me to top
up her glass of IGA goon. They always
let me have a little sip if I filled it up
just right. The burst of flavours was too
sweet then, but now they dance upon my
tongue in euphoric delight.

***
Goon and
Sunkist
Fill half a plastic bottle
with goon
Fill the other half with Sunkist from
your local supermarket

Drink at
home
orders

At 15, I was going out to my first
parties, and sampling alcohol for the first
time. I’d drink shitty homemade drinks
snuck out from home, or take swigs of the
red wine or the spirits kids had swiped
from their parents’ liquor cabinets. All
this occurred at the local park (for the
purposes of Honi readers, let’s call it
Camperdown Park), or wherever afforded
us the most privacy from prying parents
and vigilant cops. Once we turned 18, of
course, the act of drinking was no longer a
source of secrecy. I was curious as a child
to take a sip of beer from my Dad’s bottle,
probably not because I actually liked the
taste, but to feel like an adult, or maybe
because it’s just what everyone else was
doing. I can recall trying to drink spirits
at age fifteen on a grimy park bench and
spitting it out or sometimes booting at
the horrendous, foul and overwhelming
sensorium of tastes and smells. But now,
I can stand on my own two feet and gargle
down liquors my 15 year old self would be
spewing over. But is this truly something
admirable, something to be proud of? Is
it any less concerning to cope through
cocktails instead of cruisers?

***
Stolen Smirnoff Ice Double Black
375ml vodka
One coat jacket pocket
I can’t imagine what this lockdown
must be doing to my brother who, last
year, fell down a dark depressive path
that ended with him admitted to a youth
psychiatric hospital. Chasms of distrust
formed between him and my parents, as

they
would
catch him
drinking
alone
in his room, and he
began stealing bottles of
their beer from the fridge along
with money from their wallets. Out
of money and increasingly forlorn at
the shift to online learning in his uni
course, there was a rapid gain in weight
and his face grew paler and more sullen
everyday. My parents began locking their
drinks in the garage, and unable to steal
from them, he moved to sneaking things
from store shelves, grabbing beers,
bottles of vodka and cans of Smirnoff
Ice Double Black. It only ended when
the police finally came to our house and
issued a steep fine. He is now doing a lot
better, having gotten a job and found a
loving partner, but the distrust between
him and our parents is still prevalent.
While the garage remains locked even
though he has not touched a drink in
months, they continue to sip their own
drinks on a nightly basis.

***
A glass of water
After drinking daily since the
beginning of this lockdown, I decided to
take a break a week or so ago, and I am
feeling much better. I am keeping myself
hydrated by drinking nature’s alcohol:
water. However, I grow increasingly
worried that I may slip down the same
paths as those around me. I hope, in the
future, that my brother and I can help
guide one another through a culture
that increasingly pushes us towards the
bottle.
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President
SWAPNIK SANAGAVARAPU
Congratulations on beginning Sem
2 of this year! I wish I was writing
this report under more auspicious
circumstances - the ongoing COVID
outbreak and lockdown has forced us
into online learning for at least the
first four weeks of semester. For those
struggling with the ongoing lockdown,
you can find a list of support services
and relevant information on the SRC’s
website. These are difficult times for
everyone - I hope everyone is able to
check in on their friends and family to
make sure they are holding up alright.
In case you didn’t know me, I’m
Swapnik, the President of the SRC.
I’m in my fourth year of an Arts/Law
degree. I’ve had the pleasure of keeping
myself busy over these past few weeks,
advocating for student interests and
keeping the SRC chugging along.
Before launching into my work, I’d be
remiss not to mention that I have put
into place some consultation hours

for Semester 2. If you’re a student and
you’ve got any issues that you’d like
to share with the SRC, or any feedback
about the SRC’s performance, please
send me an email (president@src.
usyd.edu.au). I am free on Thursdays,
between 12pm and 4pm, and will be
happy to meet with any student via
Zoom.
One of the biggest wins I’ve achieved
for students in the break has been
a significant overhaul of the special
considerations interface. For the past
few months I’ve been consistently
making the case to the University that
special considerations are impossibly
bureaucratic and slow, and that this has
severely impacted the mental health
and wellbeing of many students. Our
surveys showed high waiting times,
poor communication and a total lack
of transparency. Due to consistent SRC
pressure, the University implemented
extra resourcing in the Spec Cons team

at the end of last semester and cleared
a huge backlog of cases. More recently,
our pressure has led to the University
proposing a massive overhaul of the
student-facing special considerations
site (to be launched early next year
at the latest). This site will have a
personal SSO login, allow for a library
of documents, so that documents
do not need to be uploaded multiple
times, allow for multiple submissions
across UOS and will provide estimated
wait times to improve certainty.
I’ve also been in talks with the
NTEU (the academic staff union on
campus) about their ongoing period
of enterprise bargaining. The union is
negotiating with the University for the
terms of employment for staff over the
next three years. They have a hugely
popular and ambitious list of demands
that they’ve provided to the University
including paid gender transition leave,
sick leave for casual staff, better casual

conversion (into permanent staff) and
many more. I can’t emphasise how
important this period is for students
(as well as obviously staff). The better
working conditions for staff, the better
the learning experience is for students.
I wish the Union best of luck - the SRC
is right behind you!
Some more administrative tasks
have taken up my time too. We’re
currently working on overhauling the
SRC website. If you have any questions
or feedback please feel free to email
me. We will also be having proper
consultation with students in the
semester about the website, so keep
your eyes peeled for that.
Finally, join the Education Action
Group on the 16th of August at their
online action, protesting the AFR’s Vice
Chancellor’s Summit. All the details
can be found on the EAG’s Facebook.
Until next time,
Swapnik.

Education Officers
MADDIE CLARK AND TOM WILLIAMS
We have had a very busy time over
the winter break.
Kicking things off both officers and
many members of the EAG attended
the National Union of Student’s
Education Conference. The conference
was totally online this year, however
there were still a range of seminars
and discussions around the situation in
higher education nationally. There was
a consistent message upheld by activists
that we must build a passionate,
national education movement to fight
the cuts not by lobbying managers but
by fighting for education directly on the
ground.

This message manifested as the
August 16th student’s counter summit,
organised originally in the NSW
breakout room. The event coincides
with and protests the AFR’s summit,
where VC’s and uni bosses meet to plot
how they will cut higher education for
their own profits. The EAG has been
building the student’s counter-summit
extensively, and Tom will be co-chairing
the event.
To build for August 16th and
kickstart the education campaign on
campus we will be hosting a panel
discussion this Thursday (12th August).
We’ve spent the past few meetings

working on building and sorting
logistics. It is an important forum given
the scope and severity of the latest
attacks on this campus specifically.
The latest cuts on SLAM have
not yet been finalised, and we must
continue the fightback that had
so much energy at the end of last
semester. Even online, it is imperative
we do not let the dean and VC continue
to gut the arts. Furthermore, university
management have released their latest
log of claims outlining the direction
they hope to take our campus. They
wish to abolish 40/40/20 splits for
staff, which totally guts research and

totally removes it from teaching. They
wish to place teachers on fractional
contracts (16 weeks for instance) and
dramatically expand teaching roles
without addressing the ridiculous
workloads staff are currently under. We
fight these changes, as they would be
an unprecedented attack on the very
structure of education on campus.
Come along next Thursday and the
Monday after that! Bosses are using the
delta wave to put through some of the
most egregious cuts to date, and so the
fight for higher education continues.
We may be forced online, but we will
continue to fight!

high school.
We’ve also been working hard with
our collective on the autonomous
edition of Honi Soit! Women’s Honi will
be out next week for the Week 2 edition
- check it out! The issue covers prison
abolition, artificial intelligence, sexism
in the music industry, mutual aid, and
so much more!
To organise left-wing feminist
activism with us, join the Women’s
Collective! Join the closed Facebook
group USYD WoCo 2021 (link in QR
code), answer a few questions, and
come along to our weekly meetings.

We welcome people from all levels of
political education and experience!

Women’s Officers
AMELIA MERTHA AND KIMBERLEY DIBBEN
Over the winter break, the Women’s
Collective has been busy reading,
learning, writing, and planning for
an online but still exciting semester!
Throughout the holidays, we ran a
reading group to discuss Women,
Race, and Class by Angela Davis. This
reading group allowed us to draw
similarities and comparisons between
the experience of First Nations women
and Black American women through
an intersectional class lens whilst also
reflecting on the politics and activism
of WoCo. (Look out for more events like
this soon!)

Due to pandemic restrictions, we
have had to quickly and creatively
transform our original plans for Radical
Sex and Consent Week into an online
program — videos (live and recorded),
podcasts and written resources. As we’ll
need more time to make these changes,
Radical Sex and Consent Week will now
fall in Week 8 after the mid-semester
break. To help us plan and run these
events, come along to one of our weekly
organising meetings! Together, we
hope to run a successful week of radical,
engaging, and holistic sex education
that is everything you wish you had in

Disabilities and Carers Officers
SARAH KORTE AND MARGOT BEAVON-COLLIN DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT.

Environment Officers
ISABELLA D’SILVA, DREW BEACOM, LAUREN LANCASTER AND DEAGLAN GODWIN DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT.

Mature Age Officers
CORIE SUTHERLAND DID NOT SUBMIT A REPORT.

Tips on how to deal
with fines
Article by SUPRA

There are many offences you can
be fined for, but the most common
ones relate to breaking traffic, public
transport, minor criminal, and local
council laws.

will be sent to your last known
address. If you haven’t updated it,
you could find yourself with large
debts for fines, enforcement costs,
and additional costs and penalties.

Penalty notices

Private fines

The most common types of fines
are penalty notices, also called
infringement notices, on-the-spot
fines, tickets, or criminal infringement
notices (CINs). They can be issued in
person, attached to a vehicle, or sent
to you in the mail, and contain details
of the alleged offence and the amount
you need to pay.
LawAccess NSW has a great
flowchart on your options for dealing
with your penalty notice.

You may be sent a letter or given
a document that looks like a fine
when you breach a rule that applies
to private property or organisations.
This isn’t really a fine, although the
private organisation might call it
that. These notices commonly relate
to private car parks such as those
found at shopping centres, clubs, or
on other private land. Private fines
can’t be referred to Revenue NSW
for enforcement, but the private
organisation might take you to
court if you don’t deal with it, so
you shouldn’t ignore their letters.
If you receive a ‘fine’ from a private
organisation and you don’t believe
you should have to pay it, call the
SRC on 9660 5222, to speak to a
solicitor.

LawAccess NSW also provides
detailed information about your
options for dealing with a penalty
notice, including how to pay the
fine, what to do if you disagree with
it, what happens if you decide to go
to court and what you can do if your
driver’s licence is suspended.
If you’ve received a fine for a
traffic infringement captured on
camera, go to Service NSW to view
the photo images.

Don’t get fined travelling on
public transport

If you go to court and have a fine
imposed by the magistrate, you’ll
usually be ordered to pay it within
28 days. You’ll be sent a Notice of
Penalty which tells you the amount
you have to pay and the due date.

When using public transport in
Sydney, you need to tap on when
you board and tap off with the same
card when you arrive at your stop.
If you are transferring to another
service, you need to tap on again and
tap off at your destination.
When you tap on and off correctly
with sufficient balance on your Opal
card:

Non-payment of a toll

•

You’re charged the correct fare.

A toll notice requiring payment is not
a fine. However, if you do not respond
to it, you may be sent a penalty
notice for not paying the toll which
is a fine. You can use the information
here to deal with this fine.

•

You won’t be fined for travelling
on an invalid ticket.

•

Your trip will count towards your
Weekly Travel Rewards.

•

If transferring to another service
within an hour of tapping off
the previous trip, the trips will
be combined into a single trip
meaning you’ll be charged a lesser
fare for your combined travel.

Court fines

Don’t ignore your penalty notices
and fines
If you don’t act to deal with any
of these fines, Revenue NSW will
add enforcement costs to them
and you could have your licence
and registration suspended. The
additional costs and penalties for
unlicensed driving or driving an
uninsured/unregistered car are a lot
higher and more severe than your
original fine.
Keep your address updated
Not knowing about a fine is not a
defence, so always remember to
update your address if you move,
especially if you have a car. Penalty
notices sent by mail and reminders

If you’re caught travelling without
a valid ticket, not paying the correct
fare, or using a concession ticket
without being in possession of your
proof of entitlement card (usually
this will be your student card), you
may be issued with a fine of $200
(Maximum $550).
Further information
If you need advice or assistance in
dealing with any type of fines, call
the SRC on 9660 5222 to speak to our
solicitor.

Ask Abe
SRC caseworker help Q&A

Applying for a FEE REDUND

Hi Abe,
Earlier this semester I had to drop a
couple of units after the census date
because of some health problems.
I managed to get a Discontinue not
to count as fail (DC), but I don’t
want to lose all that money on a
unit that I didn’t actually do.
Is there any way can ask for a refund
or is the Uni going to keep my
money?

documentation to explain why
you had to drop the subjects
after the DC deadline, and there
is a 12 month time limit on your
application. You will need to
show that there were special
circumstances (illness, injury
or misadventure) that:
•

were beyond your control;

•

did not make their full impact
on you until on or after the DC
deadline; and

•

stopped you being able
to complete the course
requirements.

Strapped
Dear Strapped,
You can actually apply for a fee
refund in your situation. Depending
on whether you’re a domestic or
international student, the process
will be different.
You’ll need to provide

You can talk to a caseworker at
the SRC for advice relevant to your
specific situation – email help@
src.usyd.edu.au or call 9660 5222
to make an appointment.
Abe

Do you have a legal problem?
We can help you for FREE!*
Police Matters
Court Appearances
Immigration & Visa Referrals
Student Advocacy
Civil Rights
...and more
SRC
LEGAL SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
BY PHONE OR
ONLINE

Level 1, Wentworth Building (G01),
University of Sydney NSW 2006
PO Box 794 Broadway NSW 2007

p: 02 9660 5222
int: 12871
w: srcusyd.net.au

* this service is available to USYD undergraduate students and cases that meet eligible criteria

Contact an SRC Caseworker on 02 9660 5222 or email help@src.usyd.edu.au
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Crossword by Tournesol

Miss Soit
GOSSIP

D

1
2
34

SUDOKU!
SUDOKU!
SUDOKU!
SUDOKU!

All answers begin with the letter O.
1. Which branch of science is devoted to the study of birds?
2. What nickname is given to the Australian women’s
national basketball team?
3. What term is given to words that aurally resemble the
sounds they describe, such as ‘bang’ and ‘fizz’?
4. Süleyman the Magnificent was the longest-reigning
leader of which empire?
5. Which Shakespearean tragedy is subtitled, ‘The Moor of
Venice’?
6. What name was Oprah Winfrey given at birth, changed
to ‘Oprah’ due to widespread mispronunciation?

QUIZ!
Searching for answers?
Go to honisoit.com

CROSSWORD CLUES
Across
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
17
18
19
21
23
26
27
28

Venereal disease leads to red tip and flap (4)
Will sword throw go wrong? (10)
Copper encases very strong box (6)
Reverend’s tea ingredient shown in a graph (3,5)
Dogs’ stretch that is extremely laborious (8)
Tangoes around old city with Burmese leader in traditional headwear (6)
Animals take step back (4)
Estimate Guinness will lose hotel (5)
Refer to reporters’ webpage (4)
Star of ‘Meet The Doors’ suffers regular losses (6)
Surrounding last hole, angry golfers bear arms (8)
Can Hobart change with meditative mantra? (8)
Spake Aaron: follow eternally to Yahweh’s leaders. (It’s in Numbers) (6)
Lick ass for Spooner’s builder (10)
Sheep? Yuck! It’s Spanish (4)

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
13
15
17
18
20
22
24
25

Ambience at every second ambo’s ball (10)
Swears in support of fans around Spain (8)
Bat wing-end shows sign of pain (6)
Single in 2020? About right in the end (4)
Online store admits Favourite is a toxic Flake (8)
Damn both Her Majesty... (6)
... and the alternate ruling leaders - they’re rank! (4)
Collect that woman to a great extent (5)
Pacino to get her in Toto (10)
Fish, gentile, and the Italian are grotesque (8)
Reluctance in leading country with historical stipend to endless... (4,4)
... fanciful itches for moral virtue (6)
Holiday spot is tidy again (6)
Next-of-kin sang songs (4)
Condiment clinic? (4)
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ear plumptious beauties. It’s been a
long winter of backroom deals and
back door entries. I was ready to bid the
sadistic SRC sayonara, but after my dirty
laundry business bankrupted in Gladys’
lurid lockdown, I was forced to submit
to massively reduced terms to provide a
third party gossip column to the esteemed
editors of Honi Soit. Thankfully, my
gorgeous editors used their discretionary
budget to give me a complete makeover
and I’m feeling as alluring as ever.
This year’s hopeful Honi whores
have found themselves balls-deep in
backstabbing and brazen betrayal.
In my last column, I undressed
the shroud of secrecy surrounding a
burgeoning editorial ticket of Lauren
Lancaster, Zara Zadro, Amelia Raines,
Patrick McKenzie, Rhea Thomas, and
Zander Czerwaniw. But, as I know only too
well, even the tightest relationships can
quickly sour.
Pushed to the edge by interpersonal
dramas, Thomas, McKenzie and Raines
decided to blue ball their fellow fiends,
conspiring with Harry Gay to pull out
of the ticket and poach Czerwaniw!
Lauren’s tiny ticket was left tits-up while
her opponents increased their body
count: Khanh Tran, Ariana Haghighi,
Danny Cabubas, Bonnie Huang and Anie
Kandya joined in the action, along with
washed-up Honi editor Matthew Forbes as
prospective campaign manager.
But while they were busy with their
ten-person circle jerk, Lauren roped
in former Bloom ‘manager’ Christian
Holman, Ellie Stephenson, Roisin Murphy
and Thomas Sargeant from the shadows of
a last-ditch 2020 Honi run. These viscous
vamps weren’t finished yet, cuffing Sam
Randle and Mahmoud Al Rifai too.
Darlings, you know that I love gossip,
but this is where things get even more
torturously tedious.
Tran was persuaded by Holman
to switch positions and defect, after
deciding that their original ticket was
filled with stupol amateurs and lacked
“robust political discussion.” However,
Treacherous Tran remained on their
original ticket for two weeks, stealthily
spilling their sordid secrets. Grassroots
bigwigs had a helping hand, with former
SRC President Liam Donohoe (who?)
briefly advising Lancaster’s ticket and
threatening to destroy their competitors.
After Lancaster cucked her coconspirators by nominating for SRC
President (gasp!), Holman’s ticket tied up
Liberal campaigner Justin Lai and college
critter Madhullikaa Singh. My cunning
carrier pigeons say that Al Rifai and Lai
are looking to drop out from the ticket,
but have been told to lay low until after
the election.
Stick with me plumptious beauties,
because this tale has one final twist.
About a week ago, unbeknownst to his
ticket members, Holman approached
McKenzie, Thomas and Raines to offer a
merger — a ‘super’ ticket with himself,
Stephenson, Murphy, Tran, and Sargeant.
The status of this merger is unclear, and
the bogus bitches have kept their mouths
shut since.

Meanwhile, Holman’s ticket has been
seeking the company of total strangers,
DMing almost every Honi contributor
begging them to campaign. Do I smell a
stinky whiff of desperation?
While our erotic editing hopefuls go
at each other, stupol factions across this
cursed campus are rising from the ground
to sate their psephological desires. As I
have already exposed, Lauren Lancaster
has been preselected as Grassroots’
presidential candidate after the caucus
had to get down on their knees and beg
for someone to nom.
A current Enviro Officer, Lauren is
fresh meat, having never held a paid
Office Bearer position and is only in her
second year. I certainly don’t have an
issue with youth: when I was in my second
year, I was doing far bigger things than
running for Pres.
I almost had my pink knickers knocked
off when I learnt that famed tuba player
and humbly hairlined Matthew Carter of
The Conservatorium is also throwing his
hat in the ring. The ProctorU employee
I sucked off tells me that an unholy
alliance of Liberals and unprincipled
Unity hacks will be backing Cocky Carter
in the election. I for one can’t wait to see
who comes first in this two-horse race.
I’m frustrated that I can’t be on
campus in-person, but at least I can spend
all day scoffing home delivery on my
chaise lounge. Until next week, darlings.
Miss Soit x

In response to Gian Ellis-Gannell’s ‘Back to the
books for Beauty and the Geek’

In response to Fabian Robertson’s ‘Van Gogh
Alive – and probably turning in his grave’

Hi there,
Read this review recently. It was almost
as though the writer hadn’t watched the show
but critiqued it on the sentiment of it alone,
which, we’ve all heard before “perpetuating
stereotypes” etc.
I think if they had watched the show
perhaps a bit more in depth criticism could
have been had instead of the barrage of
whatever I read was.
Enjoy reading Honi Soit, but I think this
article passed through the editorial keeper.
Keep up the good work and please keep
trying to refrain from the low hanging fruit.

Hi all at Honi Soit,
Please get Fabian of his “high horse”
before he falls off.
Having just read his comments on the Van
Gogh Alive exhibition I was a little offended.
As an ordinary, untrained appreciator of
many types of art, I found the presentation
outstanding. I’ve only ever seen one actual
VvG canvas and will probably never see
another. However, what vGA did for me
and many others I’m sure, was to give us an
otherwise unappreciated, understanding of
the great artists life.
The fact that VvG died unrewarded and in
awful circumstances cannot be changed.
Why begrudging entrepreneurs a return
from showing us his work and telling his story
is worthy, is beyond me.

Cheers, Holly
In response to Harry Gay’s
‘All Stations to Cinema’

Jim

Joe Fidler
AUSPOL

W

Letters

ith half the country in lockdown and
the vaccine rollout resembling the
flatscreen section of Harvey Norman during
Boxing Day, the blame game begins. VIC
blames NSW, anti-vaxxers blame Bill Gates,
anti-lockdown protestors blame Gladys,
Gladys blames the Feds, AstraZeneca and
Pfizer blame the PM, and the PM blames
ATAGI. Vindictive and bored, I set out to find
out who really is to blame.
Dr Nicholas Bromfield lectures in
Government and International Relations at
Sydney University. When I asked him for his
thoughts, he told me:
“The difficulty has been in the rollout
design, heavily reliant on AstraZeneca. What
were prudent decisions about the choice of AZ
have snowballed into larger problems due to
the efficacy and (miniscule) health risks of AZ,
of course.”
“But [the problem is also] communication.
The vaccine roll-out is a public policy
design disaster. The failure to pivot to
the administrative and communicative
tools necessary to an effective rollout is
an indictment of the federal government’s
decision-making, and points to the incapacity
of the Australian Public Service to administer
and deliver policy in a crisis.”
Worrying indeed given the creeping crisis
of climate change!
“State leaders that have shown hesitancy
[towards AZ], and put up roadblocks in the
national cabinet. They should also share the
blame,” Dr Bromfield concluded.
Quite the condemnation of the world’s
supervising adults. Anyway, go get vaccinated!

Dear Honi,
As I read your paper I see yet another
article praising the train as the foremost
piece of public transport In our lives. Your
latest offender “all stations to cinema” felt
like a glorified puff piece that recounted the
often told tales of train success in cinema that
have been repeated ad nauseam. On paper
this doesn’t sound too bad, but it plays into
the often told narrative of train appraisal that
time after time ignores the contribution of
the bus. You may say that the train has had
more attention in cinema but this my friend
is a classic example of bus erasure, think of
Speeds iconic exploding bus, or the magic
night bus, from the prisoner of Azkaban, that
bent time and space to its glorious whim. The
bus just like the train has had an important
role in shaping cinema and popular culture
as a whole, and yet the bus has always been
there in the background, it’s victories never as
often celebrated. Honi im disappointed that
you once again celebrated the train at expense
of the oft forgotten bus. I don’t ask for much
in life, but for the humble bus to finally get its
recognition and representation it deserves in
your paper. If this happens for much longer us
bus folk will have to boycott you!

In response to Claire Ollivain and Deaundre
Espejo’s coverage ‘St Andrew’s College residents
hold parties while Sydney locks down’
St Andrews college students are currently
buying into QAnon consiparcy theories, and
there is a significat portion of the student
population who believe in pizza gate, and
other QAnon conspiracies. I can provide
screenshots of a group called QAndron which
has recruited over 50 drews students into the
group. They utilise the chapel area for antisemitc worshipping and ostricising people of
colour as demons. people of colour who are
students at drews are reporting that this is
contributing to a culture of racism and hate
crimes which are being swept under the rug by
the college in conjunction with the supreme
leader of QAndron.
Anon

Regards, a concerned and saddened bus
fan. Co signed by the secret bus society of
Usyd.

Yay! New design!
It’s more than halfway through our term, we’re
tired of being compared to Frankie magazine,
and Honi Soit has looked the same since 2016,
SO WE REDESIGNED THE WHOLE PAPER!
That whole semester of poorly proof-read,
crammed pages, huge font, featuring people
with flags and raised fists on the covers was just
a trial run for the real deal. After having various
robust political discussions about the value of
art on the cover vs news, we finally reached a
compromise that would inform the student
populace at a moment’s glance without making
Honi look like the Herald. After some inDesign
wizardry from Deaundre (who basically remade

this whole rag, thanks king!) we perfected Honi
Soit. Please do not make any real changes to our
beautiful design for another five years. Sadly,
we didn’t predict lockdown would happen
and had hoped putting headlines on the cover
would make people more likely to pick up an
edition off stands. But alas, now we have more
time to spend on Zoom perfecting the details
of our paper (rather than crawling through
Newtown on a Sunday night for pastizzi, vapes
and beers). If you made it all the way to the
Letters section to read this, congratulations
and thank you!

The Boot
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Special Considerations:
A Case Study
THOMAS SARGEANT

A

BY DEAUNDRE ESPEJO

s Gregor Samsa awoke
one
morning
from
uneasy dreams, he found
himself transformed into a
monstrous insect. What has
happened to me? he thought.
Then,
more
importantly,
was this an exceptional
circumstance that would
significantly affect his shortterm academic performance
in an assessment task? He
began to wonder whether
this would be accepted by the
Special Considerations Office
at all. Does unexplained
transformation, metaphorical
or otherwise, count as an
illness or as misadventure?
Would it be accepted at
all without a statutory
declaration, which he seemed
incapable of signing due to his

Yeah the boys! How Drew’s kids saved
my povvo Zimbabwean village
As told to
MAXIM SHANAHAN

M

y name is [African
name] and before this
year my rural southwestern
Zimbabwean village was a
fuckin hole — our maize crop
had been destroyed by climate
change, 40% of children died of
malnutrition, and our currency
was hyperinflated. All this
changed when I logged on to
a Zoom call for St Andrew’s
College’s ‘Certificate of CrossDisciplinary Problem Solving’
course.
Ripper blokes and chop
kings Henry, Hugh and

Horace (who study firstyear Econ) told me to tell my
government that we can’t just
keep printing more money! I
wrote a letter to our dictator
President and the inflation
problem was instantly solved.
Yewwww! Cheers boys!!! I
also heard from Alice, Alicia
and Alyssa, who told me
the key to our malnutrition
problem was to try paleo, and
that skinny-shaming was an
act of patriarchy. Now we all
follow @activealice. You’re so
sexy babe!
Finally, Loz told me that
the best way to solve ravaging
drought and climate change
was to make some eye-catching

Insta graphics. Our ‘Here’s
what you need to know about
the locust plague ravaging the
maize crop in southwestern
Zimbabwe’ Insta tiles have
reached 1 million engagements
and the government has now
committed to net zero by
2050! Thanks for the Canva
subscription gals!
All in all, I’m so glad
that St Andrew’s disobeyed
NSW’s repressive COVID
rules. Anyone who says they
shouldn’t have is a fucken
flog! My village has now been
cured of poverty, and we can’t
wait to get on the piss with you
lads on your 2022 immersion
trip!

lack of human fingers?
He supposed it would be
prudent to attend the exam
regardless, and to fill out any
paperwork another time. This
approach was dashed by the
realisation that he would no
longer resemble his student
ID. There was little hope of
pity from an invigilator. The
Student
Centre
certainly
wouldn’t be able to issue a new
student card anytime soon, on
account of them being closed.
They’ve always been closed.
What a complex web of
bureaucracy Gregor had found
himself in, entirely alienated
by a faceless authority that
he had no power to shift
nor navigate. If only there
was a word to describe it.
He resolved that it was a
bit fucked up, and probably
easier to just drop the subject.
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